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• CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

P

• 1.1 Introduction

In Industrial applications it is in many cases advantageous to cover

Materials, which are exposed to high temperatures, wear, corrosion etc.,

with a protective coating. One of the methods to deposit these

protective coatings is plasma spraying. For instance, spraying an Al 0^

layer on parts of a hearing of a large liquid pump,the lifetime of that

hearing can be increased substantially [H0U80]. However, the most

important application field for sprayed protective coatings is against

corrosion [H0U81] The rotor blades of the turbine of a jet engine suffer

fro* corrosion, erosion and oxidation. By spraying the blades with

MgZr2O3 these effects are strongly reduced, and the lifetime of the

engine is increased. Other examples for protective coatings are:

aluminium on the surface of brake drums [BEC80].In Canada a 1040m long

bridge over the St. Laurens river was not painted but treated with a Al-

Zn coating to protect it against the corrosion caused by an oil-refinery

in the near vicinity [J0D60]. The above mentioned coating were deposited

by means of the so called thermal spray process. With this process

micron sized particles of the desired material are heated close to the

melting point and deposited on the substrate with a high velocity. The

substrate can be kept at room temperature and is in some cases even

cooled with air at the back aide of the substrate. If the heating up and

the acceleration of the particle is generated by an atmospheric flowing

plasma one speaks of "plasma spraying". A sketch of such a plasma-gun

with injector is given in Chapter 2, fig.2.1. Between a tungsten cathode
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and a hollow anode both cooled by means of a forced water flow, an arc

; discharge is created. The jet gas passes through the arc, ionizes and

expands, which results in a hot external flowing and recombining plasma.

Typical values of the relevant physical parameters of the jet plasma

• are: temperatures in the order of 12000 K, gas velocities about 600 m/s,

electron densities close to 1 0 " m . The arc voltage is about 50V,

f

the arc current 500A. The length of the jet is 3 to 5 cm. In the

' recombining plasma jet the powder particles are injected perpendicularly

', to the plasma axis. These particles are then accelerated and heated in

such a way that, when contacting the substrate a few cm further, they

will attach and form a strong layer. In order to be able to choose

optimum construction and optimum conditions for the plasma spray

process, a fundamental study is performed on the physical processes in

• the spray plasma.

. 1.2 Outline of this thesis.

In this thesis we will describe the energy and momentum transfer from

the plasma jet to the spray particles. This will be done both

experimentally and theoretically. Also the internal energy process of the

recombining plasma will be discussed. This will be done in Chapter 3.

where all elastic and inelastic collisional and radiative processes, as

well as transport effects within the plasma will be considered. In

; Chapter 2 however,we will first give an overview of available plasma and

: diagnostical equipment. In Chapter 4 the so called passive spectroscopy

: will be treated. It describes the diagnostics of electron density and

•0 temperature measurement, as well as the investigation on heat content of

k the particles. At the end of this chapter, spatially resolved electron



density and temperature profiles will be presented. In Chapter 5 the

active spectroscopy, i.e. the laser Doppler anemometer is dealt with.

With this diagnostic, axial spray-particle velocities inside the plasma

jet were determined. In Chapter 6 we will finally present heat and

momentum transfer modelling of the plasma, related to the plasma

particle interaction. The heat transfer model will be treated in more

detail, resulting in stationary and time dependent boundary layer

profiles, inside and outside a spherical particle. At the end of this

chapter a one dimensional model verification will be made, using the

experimentally determined particle velocity and plasma temperature

profiles. Finally in Chapter 7 we will summarize the conclusions of this

work.



CHAPTER II PLASMA FACILITY, EQUIPMENT AND DIAGNOSTICS

2.1 Introduction

In this Chapter we will give a short description of the typical

technical characteristics of a plasma gun, the powder injection

techniques and the electrical circuit.

Moreover a brief description of the experimental set up is given, with

the diagnostical equipment.

In principle, the diagnostics aim at measuring the four important plasma

particle parameters: gas(electron)-temperature, gas velocity, particle-

temperature and particle velocity- (TgJvg,Tp,vp).

A more detailed description of every diagnostic and the data-aquisition

system will be given in Chapters 4 and 5. In this Chapter we will res-

trict ourselves to the hard-ware side of the diagnostics and the

equipment.

2.2 The plasma spray gun facility and characteristics.

The plasma spray process as it exists nowadays can be considered as a

spin-off of early spacecraft development. In £he early fifties it was

used to test the heat shield of space-vessels, simulating reentry into

the earths atmosphere. In fact it already existed in 1910 [GER72] when

Max Dlrich Schoop of Switzerland invented a combustion heated gun which

he employed for spraying both metal and ceramic materials. The main

application was spraying zinc coatings for corrosion resistance. By 1930

the applications had been extended for spraying hard materials to build



up machine parts. With the beginning of Space Age, in the 1950's greater

attention was paid to the development of new materials, and at the end

of the 1950 s the plasma torch as we know it now was introduced to meet

aerospace requirements. The plasma gun as we use it, consists of a nail

shaped cathode, popping through a hollow anode, (see fig.2.1) The one we

show here was most frequently used for our experiments, a "Plasma

Technik A.G. brenner-F4". The arc drawn between anode and cathode is

blown outside the anode where it forms a current-free plasma jet, ca.

6mm in diameter and with a length between 25-45mm, depending on power

and gasflow.

PLASMA

CAS
WATER

WATER
+

fig.2.1 Bulk sample of a "Plasma Technik" spray gun.

The plasma gun shown in fig.2.1 is normally operated at atmospheric

conditions, the gasflow being typically 50-100 nl/min, and the gas

composition varying between pure Ar and a 50-50 mixture of Ar and H .

Also other gas compositions are used in industry like 1^-H2, lfe-H2 etc.,

but we will restrict ourselves to the first one. The arc current is

typically 600 A for practical spray conditions.In our diagnostical set-



up however we used a current stabilized power equipment in order to

obtain repreducible and noise free spectroscopie plasma Measurements.

Due to limitations of this power supply we could go up to just 450 A for

all measurements. The arc voltage was typically 50 V. The Ar-flow was

always 50 nl/min, the hydrogen percentage 0, 3 or 172. Fig.2.1 also

shows that both anode and cathode are effectively water- cooled through

the plasma power feeding cables. Normally the cathode is made from

tungsten, the anode from copper. As a rule one may assume that about 50Z

of the power offered to the plasma gun is carried away through cooling

water losses. Typical electron density, temperature and gasvelocity in

the anode-plane are: ne- 10
23m"3, Te-12000 K,vg«500-1000 m/s. The main

independent variables of the plasma gun are: plasma current Ipl,the

gasflow Q, the hydrogen to argon ratio ; the induced plasma parameters

then are: plasmavelocity v„, electron density ne and electron

temperature Te.

An other important aspect of the plasma spray equipment is the powder

injection, which can be done in two ways:

1. Central injection: the powder is injected through a narrow pipe in

the axis of the cathode, and carried along with

the plasma gas. This method is not yet operational at the THE be-

cause of its difficulties in practical use: very soon after initia

ting the powder-injection, the hole at the top of the cathode may

be filled up with melted particles.because of the high temperature

of the cathode top.

2. Lateral injection: the powder is now injected from outside the

plasma gun unit through a narrow pipe, placed



a few na above the anode bore, together with the Ar carrier gas.

This way of injecting the powder is aost frequently used in our

group. Disadvantages of this injection aethod are:

a. Carrier-flow c.q. lateral particle injection velocity have to

satisfy rather accurate conditions in order to get an optimum

powder beaa.

b. The average spray particle does not follow the plasaa axis

where viscosity n and electron temperature Te are aaziaua, so

momentum and heat transfer are not optima.

c. Modelling the momentum and energy transfer to the particle has

to be done 2-diaensionally, whereas in the central injection

case it could be done 1-diaensionally. In Chapter 6 however a

1-diaensional approximation is made with corrections for the

2-diaensional case.

In table 2.1 a review of the relevant parameters of the plasaa jet is

shown.



n.-ne

no

Te

Ti

To

XP1

Vac

P

Q

\l

V
èan

electron density

neutral density

electron temperature

ion temperature

neutral temperature

plasma current

anode-cathode voltage

plasma pressure

gas flow

length plasma jet

radius plasma jet

anode-bore diameter

1022 -1023

5.1023 -7.1023

9000-14000

it n

n ii

300-600

25-50

105

50-100

25-45

2-3

6

m-3

m-3

K

K

K

A

V

Pa

nl/mln

-

mm

Table 2.1 Typical values of relevant plasma parameters.

The plasma jet is a very Intense UV light source and produces a lot

of acoustic noise (115dB). So When operating the jet, one has to wear

special glasses and ear protectors, in order to preserve ones health.



2.3 Electrical circuit of the arc.

The original D.C. power supply was a 80V, 500A METCO-3MB plasma flame

power supply. This power supply was standard available with the METCO-

3MB plasma gun, and we at first used it also in combination with the PT-

plasma gun. For passive spectroscopie measurements however, like e.g.

H -broadening, the stability of the power supply appeared to be

insufficient. For this reason we installed a stabilized power supply,

type Standard Electric ,110V, 580A, on loan from the Physics department.

It contains a water cooled transistor stabiliser unit, consisting of 50

parallel connected transistors. Biasing of the transistor array is

achieved by a differential amplifier which receives its reference

voltage from a high precision 1.85 V mercury-cell. The reference voltage

is compared to a serial output resistor of 60 «ft. The output current is

kept constant at a certain value with a relaxation time of about 10 ms.

In order to avoid rapid current changes during the starting procedure of

the arc-discharge, which might easily damage the transistor array, a

smaller D.C. power supply (Pj) was used to start up the arc. (see

fig.2.2)

2000A

fig.2.2 Electrical circuit of the arc.



First a current is drawn with P. by short circuiting the plasmagun

PG with a tungsten-pen. After taking the pen away a snail discharge of

10 A is created between anode and cathode. Then Pj is switched on.

At a certain point, when the anode-cathode voltage, caused by P„

overrules that of P., the arc current increases rapidly to a few hundred

amps and P. can be switched off. The G.I ft resistor serves as a discharge

stabilizer, while the 7fl resistor protects the power supply output

against a sudden fall-out of the arc.

2.4 Diagnostical equipment, the experiment.

In fig.2.3 a photograph of the experiment is shown. At the right

table we see the active part of the spectroscopie set-up: the 4W Lexel

argon-ion laser, used for the Laser Doppler measurements, the beam

splitter, collimator and focussing lens L.. In the middle the plasma gun

is to be seen. On the left table we see the passive or detection part of

the imaging system. The monochromator H (type HRS-2 0.6a), serves as

optical filter for the L.D.A. and for passive spectroscopie measurements

in the visible part of the spectrum.

10



Fig.2.3 The experimental set up.

At the very left side we see the data-aquisition and digital system:

The M6802 micro-processor mP, transient recorder Tr, terminals Tg and TT

and oscilloscope Osc. The whole experiment is placed in a cabine C which

at its end contains a water screen Sc. This water screen cooles off and

carries away the sprayed particles which did not hit the substate. The

cabine is ventilated through the opening 0 with a rate of 12000 m3/h,

this in order to carry away the poisonous gasses which are generated by

the plasma (0_) and the powder (oxides, vapour).

11



f
f CHAPTER III THE ENERGY TRANSPORT EQUATIONS FOR

A RECOMBINING PLASMA.

; 3.1 Introduction

i

In the spray-gun plasma We can distinguish two main zones: the active

arc-zone between cathode and anode in the interior of the anode , and

the recombining zone in the actual plasma jet. In the active zone Joule

dissipation heats the plasna and causes the plasma to ionize.In the

recombining zone there is no such heat dissipation and the plasma

recombines. In this chapter we will concentrate mainly on the

recombining plasma in the plasma jet. It is of vital importance to know

' if the plasma can be regarded to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium,

LTE or near LTE. [ROS81] Deviations of the LTE concept can most readily

be recognized in two phenomena:

1. A slight over- or under population of the Ar-neutral

ground level.

: 2. A slight difference between the electron temperature T£

and the heavy particle temperature T^.

The first phenomenon is especially important for the accuracy with which

I] one determines T e, the second is of importance for the calculation of

•f transport coefficients like thermal conductivity \ and viscosity r| .

'•"'- . Calculations of these transport coefficients are usually done under the

• •} assumption of LTE. A few authors report on values of n and X in a two

12
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* temperature plasma [KAN76]• This however requires the knowledge of the

> heavy particle temperature, T, . In our experimental set-up this would

'• mean an additional diagnostic for the determination of the ion-tempera-

; ture Ti, or the neutral temperature TQ.

; It will be argued that these two temperatures are very close and can be

taken to be the heavy particle temperature Tn«

In this chapter we will prove that the deviation from LTE composition

; and Te-Th is so small that one can safely assume LTE, both for measure-

ment interpretation and for transport coefficient calculation.

To that end we will give estimates for the energy processes in the recom

binlng spray plasma due to: flow, radiation, heat conductivity, viscous

dissipation, ionization and recombination [ K O N 8 3 ] _

: The energy transport equations for electrons, ions and neutrals will be

evaluated, starting from Braginskiis formalism [BRA65],for a flowing

plasma. For evaluating the transport terms the measured electron density

and temperature profiles (see Chapter 4), combined with gasvelocity

measurements of Vardelle [VAR80] are used. The numerical value of all

the rate coefficients will be given separately in appendix B.

3.2 The general Boltzmann equation

For the general transport equations we start out from the Boltzmann

equation which in kinetic gas theory is derived from Llouvilles theorem:

af q .
_ a + v f + — ( E + v * B ) . V f - E C ( f , f )3 t •— at a m — - a — ;v a b a£> a £>

3

This equation represents the substantial time derivate of the distribut-

ion function f (r,v,t) in phase space.
£1 ~~* —•

13
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The collision integral C , denotes the rate of change of f due to col l i -

sions with species of kind b.

With help of the so-called moment method [BRA65].transport equations can

be derived which deliver us a relation between macroscopic plasma parame-

ters. Equation (3-1) i s then multiplied with a function Q(x), after whic

i t is integrated over the velocity sub-space.

We define average quantities A(r,t) according to:

ƒ A (£,v, t) £ (r_,y_, t) dv
< A(r,t) > t= /f(r,v,t)uv ( 3~ 2 )

and consider two kinds of velocities, i.e. the systematic driftvelocity

g«<jj,> and the random velocity Y^-vj-w. For Q(yJ we substitute respective-

ly 1, mv and mv2 and the three resulting moment equations can be sub-

stituted in each other resulting in the so called intrinsic equations:

Oth-moment equation; equation of continuity.

3n

aT + 7 ' n A " ; c
a
 d ï (3"3)

lst-moment e q u a t i o n ; i n t r i n s i c momentum e q u a t i o n .

3w a

n ra {T~ + (w ,V)w } + Vp + V.TT - en ( E + w x B ) = ƒ m v C dva a 3t — a — a a = a — - a — a-ra a —

(3-4)

2nd-moment equation; intrinsic energy equation.

Ca

,*-. 14



where:

ƒ Cadv« source ten representing net production of particle species a

per unit of time and per unit of volute (m-3/s).

na * /faCï»ï»t) -density of species a (m-3).

v » v -w, «relative random velocity (m/s)
-~r —a — a

- driftvelocity (m/s).

5a * na*
Ma < ivra ^ra* " h e a t f l u x ( w / m 3 **

na - n . m <va. va> -p. I» viscosity tensor ( J/m 3).
* a a r r m ,

i " ^a$ -unity tensor.

Qa «ƒ i m v^Cg.dv -energy source term representing net energy loss

and gain due to elastic and inelastic collisions

with other particles ( W/m 3).

p - n kT - particle pressure of species a.
£1 Si a

T_ --| k.m_<v5> * temperature of species a.

Combining a part of the third term with the second term in (3-5) we get

for a stationary plasma:

- kT V.(n w ) + - n w .VkT - kT w .Vn + na:Vw + V.q = Q (3-61
2 a a-a 2 a-a a a-a a = -a aa a '•J °'

and V.(n w ) - ƒ c dv (3"7>

Substituting (3-7) in (3-6) we finally get for the general energy trans-

port equation for particle of kind a:

5 kT ƒ C d v - Q + - n w .VkT - kT w .Vn + if*:7w + 7.q - 0 (3-8)
2 a a - "a 2 a-a a a-a a - -a 3a v '

IS
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The first two terms represent elastic and inelastic source terms and are

volute terns; the other terms represent transport contrinbutions and

contain spatial derivatives.

We now will evaluate this energy transport equation for: electrons, ions

and neutrals. In the relevant temperature range, Tg<16000 K, there are

only singly charged ions.

In section 3.3 we will evaluate the source term _fc dv

In section 3.4 we will describe in general terms the elastic and inelas-

tic processes. The collisional and radiative contributions to the inelas

tic processes will be treated in sections (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) resp. in

more detail.

3.3 The equation of continuity.

In the stationary case we can write the equation of continuity

conform eq. (3-7):

C
a
 dY.

To study this mass balance we take a look, at fig.3.1 where the Ar(I)-

neutral system is shown;

16



"" "'. V ~ >•'

Ar(II) i

Aril)

t Er
energy I

ion-ground level

. 1 neutral ground level

fig.3.1 Schematic representation of the energy levels

of the Ar(I) energy spectrum AE+.-15.76 eV.

E is the ionisation potential lowering due to Debye shielding, r

and q label exited levels and N indicates the so-called cut-off level,

i.e. the highest level taken into account. [ ROS81 ]

We now formulate the mass-balance for the Ar(I)-ground level, taking into

account all gain and loss processes, i.e. collisional (excitation, deex-

citation, ionisation and 3-particle recombination) and radiative (recom-

bination and line radiation). We then get:

Coóv-
2 (3)

" ne nl kl +
 + ne ni k

+l (

In this equation the following symbols are used:

N» number of levels taken into account

nr» population of level r (groundlevel : r«l)

ne« electron density (m-3)

n£» ion density (m-3)

17



k «<Op_v> » rate coefficient for collisional (de)excitation from p to

: q ( r/s) averaged over the electron velocity distribution

' ki+" r a t e coefficient for colliBional ionisation fro» r»l (m /s)

• k3 » 3 particle recombination coefficient (m Is)

• k2." rate coefficient for radiative recoabination to r-1 (m /s)

!V+l" escape factor for recombination to r»l

A » inverse lifetim of level r with respect

A
r ]» escape factor for line radiation to r-1

The quantity A is introduced to account for radiation absorption

and denotes the fraction of radiation leaving the considered plasma

volume [HER68]. For a 5mm atmospheric argon arc, Herman calculated that

A+]-0.27 on the axis and A+)-0.2 for r-1.5mn (z-2mm) for an axis

temperature of T -13000 K. Going more off-axis yy decreases further

because of the increasing neutral density, leading to more reabsorption.

At the periphery the escape factor turns even negative: the readsorbed

recombination radiation is larger than the local emission.

The influence of resonance radiation on the population of the ground

level can be neglected because Arj« 0(10-3).

He now introduce the concept of "partial local thermodynamic equilibrium

(PLTE) and assume collisional equilibrium for all excited levels with

the ion ground-level. So all levels except for the neutral ground level

are Saha populated, i.e. their populations are related to the ion-ground

level n. according to:

,2 11.5 E ,-t
~r I tj , +1 +i r i) n t

nr,s * V i ~ J :rr^r~ ' exp( ~ > ° H )

18



where; g+)g_,gj" statistical weight» of the ion-ground level the

excited level r and the neutral level reap,

n « Saha population of level r

The excited states are very close to equilibrium and have Saha popula-

tions by the virtue of the strong coupling between the excited levels

and the ion ground state by electron collisions and the dominance of

electronic (de)excitation over radiative processes in these high den-

sity plasmas.

For the ground level this coupling with the other levels is less effec-

tive because of the large energy difference between the ground level and

the lowest excited state.

We now define: [ROS8l]

n
b = - £ — := 1 + 6b (i-i?->

. r n r \.S~ll)
r,s

as being the factor with which n. has to be multiplied in orde*, to get
i ,s

the actual population of the ground level.

In full LTE, b «1 and 6b »0; for ionizing plasmas an overpopulation

occurs (bl>l; <5bl>0) whereas in recombining plasmas the ground state may

be underpopulated with respect to the Saha value (b.<l; <5b.<0).

Considering all the mentioned processes except for resonance radiation

and using the principle of detailed balancing [ROS81] we obtain for

eq.(3-10):

2 f2) (2)
< ' Co dV- >r-l * "Vus^ 6 1 3! + "ekllA!l (3-13)

(net excit.) (rad.rec.)

where Kj« Ï. ^ + k i« the total rate coefficient for stepwize and

19



direct ionization.

Furhermore, in cylindrical coordinates /cQdr - V.(n w ) -

- - rn w + - n w

The ion (and electron) continuity equation can be simply evaluated fro*

the neutral mass balance, because the contribution of excited neutrals

to the neutral partition function is small so: ( Jc dv) ° J°C dv

Because of mass conservation we can write now:

ƒ C dv = ƒ C.dv = - ƒ C dv
e - i - o -

=-(ƒ C dv) , = n n, K, 6b, - nVf'A1?'
o -'r=l e l,s 1 1 e +1 +1

(3-14)

So if there would be no transport effects ( V. (n.w. )«0) then the escape

of recombination radiation would cause a slight overpopulation of the

neutral ground level.

The results sugest that the flow is near to divergence free, so the

flow properties can be evaluated on the basis of divergence free flow.

3 3
The magnitude of the two contributions rnwz , -j rnw to the divergence

of the flow appear to be much larger then the two terms at the right

side of eq. (3-13). Therefore, in calculating the flow we may assume

that the flow must be near to divergence free. It is also clear that a

small unbalance of the two terms of v.nw may be easily of the same mag-

nitude as the two volume terms at the right-hand side of eq. (3-13).

Therefore, from the mass balance we can not draw conclusions on the sign

and magnitude of 6 b. for the recombining part of the plasma.

To obtain such an estimate we must consider the energy balance of the

recombining plasma.
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3.4 The energy equation.

3.4.1 general considerations

In describing the energy transfer by elastic collisions between elec-

trons and ions we will use the formalism of Braginskii [BRA65] with an

additional term added to account for the energy transfer through colli-

sions with neutrals.

The following general assumptions are made:

1. The use of Braginskiis formalism and the transport coefficients is

justified if Coulomb relaxation dominates over collisions with neu-

trals : t ee»T el « t eo and ' i i « T io.

2. The velocity ditributlon functions of electrons, Ions and neutrals

are close to Maxwell distributions.

3. For applying the formalism of Braginskii it is also required that

the number of particles in the Debye-sphere n_>> 1. It is known

that, even though in our experimental situation this condition is

marginally fulfilled, 1^-6, we nay still apply the formalism but

taking corrected values for the Coulomb logarithm. [DAY70]

4. Turbulence levels are so small that it does not affect the

transport coefficients.
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3.4.2 Elastic collisions.

Elastic collisions between the electrons, ions and neutrals leads to

momentum and energy transfer between these partiles. The colliaional

coupling between the particles is very strong wich leads to nearly equal

drift velocities and temperatures of *~he plasma constituents.

Only in the active zone where a current is drawn the electron and ion-

drift velocities are different since j- -en (w -w.) and Joule heating

exists.

a. Joule dissipation because of friction between electrons

and ions due to different drift velocities.

Because the plasma in the external jet Is supposed to be current

and field free,the drift velocities of electrons and Ions (and neutrals)

are equal, so we can neglect this effect. So: «

b. Elastic energy transfer due to temperature difference between

electrons, ions and neutrals.

The elastic energy transfer caused by the temperature difference between

electrons and ions for Coulomb interaction Is given by: [BRA65]

öei--eie = -r^;r*<
T
e-v

 (3"15)

For energy transfer between electrons and neutrals:

3n m
Q . _Q > £._£.]c(T -T ) (3-16)
eo oe T m e o

eo o
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I

The enrgy transfer between ions and neutrals can be considered as the

sum of elastic transfer and charge transfer: [POT79]

7 el c t

Q = -o - - ^n k(T. - T ).n (<av> + <ov> ) = (3-17)wio oi 2 e i o o

4
Tio

where: l/tctot . V < O V > « 1 + < a v >
 c t , ( 3_ i g )

3.4.3 Inelastic collisional processes.

In order to calculate the energy gain and loss as a consequence of

inelastic collisions, we consider again the energy diagram of fig.3.1.

The only processes to be considered are excitation and ionization by

electrons and their reversed processes deexcitation and three

particle- recombination. It is evident that only the net effect of

excitation and ionization on the one hand and of deexcitation and

three particle recombination on the other hand contributes to energy

loss or gain. Let us first consider the consequences of these

processes for the ions and neutrals. In doing so we will assume that

most of the neutrals are in the ground state; or in other words the

contribution of the excited states to the partition function is very

small compared to that of the ground state. A second assumption is,

that eventually all exctations from the ground state lead to

ionization, even though in -the considered temperature range most

excitations are to the lowest metastable state. This is due to the

fact that the loss of excitation by resonance radiation is very small

because of radiation trapping. By virtue of these two assumptions we
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may assume that all the excitations of the ground state atoms to

excited states lead Immediately to ionization. So we Ignore the

residence time of a neutral in the excited states during the diffusion

in energy space to the continuum. Then the consequences for the ions

and neutrals are clear: any net excitation leads to ionization and

converts the neutral into an Ion, but with the average energy of the

neutral. This of course is a source of energy for the ions and a loss

for the neutrals, so we find:

1. neutrals: Q^el " " n e
n l , a V b l | k To (3-19)

2. ions: Q J ^ = n
e
nl,sVbl |kT

o (3-20)

The collisionalloss term for the electrons is somewhat more complicated:

the energy loss of the electrons is equal to the increase of internal

energy of the atom by excitation and ionization. In the first excitation

step, usually to the metastable state,the electron looses the excitation

energy. But since practically all exciatations lead finally to ioniza-

tion the total energy loss will be approximately the ionization energy.

Since there is a finite residence time this is an overestimate of 4%.

So we write for the energy loss of electrons due to net excitation and

ionization:

2*3. electrons: 2* n e l " - n
e

n l , s K l 6 b l E+l (3-21)

Note that for a recombining plasma this quantity can be negative.

It i s clear that in this simplifying picture we have not taken into

account radiative relapse in energy space made up by the excited states
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and the adjacent continuum.

Any radiative relapse will be immediately followed by re-excitation and

ionization to restore the energy distribution of the bound states.

Though it is the latter process in which the elctrons loose their energy

it is more convenient to replace it by the equal loss in the preceeding

radiative transition. Note that it is only necessary to consider

transitions between excited levels and the continuum to excited levels,

as for these levels equilibrium is assumed, PLTE. The radiation loss to

the ground state need not to be considered, as the associated energy

loss is already accounted for in the excitation and ionization from the

ground state.

3.4.4 Radiative inelastic processes.

We will consider now the radiative recombination process and its inverse

process: photo ionization.

(rec.)

e + A(+) - *• A(r) + hv (3-22)

(phot, ion.)

recombination:

Because the recoil energy can be neglected, we can say

that the created neutral has the saae kinetic energy as the ion.

In th* caa« of radiative recombination we have to consider two cases:

a. radiative receabination to the ground level r»l.

b. » " to the other excited levels r^l.

The imflucNce of recombination to r«l in the electron energy distri-
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bution is already contained in the inelastic collision tern (3-21)

nanely in the overpopulation 5b( of the Ar(I) ground level.

For these excited levels r^l recombination means los of a thermal

electron and the emitted photon has the energy:

hv - I k Te + E + r (3-23)

As already said in the preceeding section this amount of energy loss is

also present in the electron energy distribution.So the amount of energy

needed from the electron system to re-establish the old equilibrium

situation equals exactly E + ̂ k T .

For ions and neutrals only radiative recombination to the ground level

is a significant contribution to the energy distribution: radiative

recombination to the excited levels is immediately compensated by the

above mentioned recovery process.

So finally the radiative recombination to level r can be written as:

electrons Q
e ^ = - A < f §*Pe for r-1 (3-24)

f o r r " <3"25>

" V

neutrals: Q ° = n
2 k ( 2 ) -kT. for r«l (3-28)

4

o 2 (2) 3
rec,r e +r 2 i o

2 (2)
where n r « number of created photons

e +r :
per unit of volume and time.

j
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photo-ionisation

A fraction of the emitted recombination radiation is re-

absorbed and a new ion is created: this is called photo-ionization.

Analogously to the equation of continuity we treat photo-ionization

again as a correction of the inverse process, radiative recombination,

by the introduction of an effective escape factor A+r. All we have to

do is to replace n2 .k in eq. (3-24)-(3-29) by: n2 ;k .A + .

Furthermore we can state that absorption of recombination radiation to

the excited levels (r^l) i s very small, so A wl.

Actually the introduction of the escape factor is a local description

depending strongly on the dimensions of the plasma. As the radius of the

plasma jet i s almost equal to the one onsidered by Hermann [HER68] we

have used his results for our plasma.

Summarizing over all energy levels we finally obtain for the energy

source terms due to radiation recombination and photo-ionization:

electrons: 0 = -n k . A . |kT + (3-30)

Q1 - %V;»A«> §tto (3-3.)

neutrals: Q° - nJc^A^J' \kTQ (3-32)

We will now treat line radiation, which although it does not have a

direct visible influence on either of the three energy balances, as

already stated before, must be considered as an energy loss term for the
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electrons: the energy loss of the electrons caused by their equilibrium

reestablishing activity per unit of time, equals the amount of escaped

line radiation.

Summarizing over all possible radiation transitions within the A r r -

ays tern we get the net energy loss for the electron population:

e N-l N
Q. = - I I n b A A ( E - E ) (3 -33)

q-1 p=q+l Pr= P pq pq P q'

The sum of these radiation losses is almost completely doninated by radi

ation in the visible part of the spectrum. The absorption of this radia-

tion can be neglected because of the low population of the sub-levels.

This is only partially true, because in the length of the plasma there

is some absorption, but we consider this as a minor effect.

The energy of the UV-resonant quanta is, though larger than that of the

visible quanta, almost totally absorbed. ( A -0(10-3))[WIL83]

The total line radiation losses are mainly due to the 4p-4s group

and can be written as:'

Q' = Q4p-4s ~ "n4p,sb4pA4p-4sE4p-4s "

(3-34)

* "b4pA4p-4sE4P-4s
ni,S94p

eXp(-E4p/kTe) "

where:

A? , " transition probability from 4p to 4s group

E. _, « hv,4p-4s» photon energy of the 4p-4s transition

n̂  g « Saha population of the 4p,s group
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g . - total statistical weight of the 4p-level (g -36,[WIE69])
" 4p

E^_ « energy difference between Ar(I) ground level

and the 4p level

C - g .A .E
line 4p 4p-4s 4p-4s

3.4.5 Elastic radiative process: Brehmsstrahlung.

This kind of elastic radiation phenomenon occurs When an accelerated

electron is deflected by an ion through Coulomb interaction, after which

it emits a photon. (Larmors radiation law)

In fact line radiation should have been treated in this section, because

it is also an inelastic loss process for the electron population; we

considered it however nore logical to treat it simultaneously with the

radiative recombination.

For the emission coefficient of Brehmsstahlung, also called free-free

radiation, Venugopalan predicts: [VEN71]

^ - 4 £z2nG <v,T)
c T* , z z e

where;

Ëv.ff» emission coefficient of Brehmsstrahlung in J/m3.ster

z » effective charge number

n z » density of z-ionized ion

G (v,Te)« § ff,z.exp(-hv /kTe) • the Gauntfactor

^ff •*" t h e B i b e r"* n n factor, which accounts for the non-hydrogen

like atomic structure
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c - velocity of light (•/•)

Cj - 1.6321. 10~43 Wm^ar"1^

In our atmospheric Ar-H„ spray plasma we only need to consider the z-1

tern , because as up to T '16000 K the plasaa Is singly ionized.

Fur the more the electron neutral free-free radiation ê £ -0.05. e^i.

can be neglected.

The total volumetric power loss can now be calculated by integration

of eq.(3-35):

Q*(n ,T ) = - 4ir -i^- ƒ £ exp(-hv/kT ) dv = (3-36)
n e e cvp * o " ©

C, n2 kT

where: S^-1.27 is almost constant for the whole

frequency interval [VAL82]

C „ - 4* C, E„.k/hc« 1.794.10"40 Wi3.K~^
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3.5 The resulting energy eauations and a foraal

scaling of the energy transport equations.

In this paragraph the source terms of sections 3.3 and 3.4 are

substituted in the general energy equation (3-8). Especially the

cad2r% i s evaluated with help of eqs. (3-13)-(3-17), (3-19)-(3-21), (3-

30)-(3-32) and (3-24)-(3-36). We now get for the electrons, ions and

neutrals:

+ f k T » n k ! > A i ) k T + "n n K,6b, (E^, + f;kT ) - nVr'A'r'kT + n Z k v" (E + ̂ kT ) +
e l,s 1 1 +1 2 e e +1 +1 e e _„ +r +r 2 e

, , 3n m
+ C n. exp(-E„ /kT ) + C„n T + — - — k(T - T.) +

line l»s 4p e ff e e Tei mi e i

• 3n m

T m e o -ei* -e -i -T* -e -i ,„ „_.
eo o (3-37)

-n w . VkT - kT w . Vn + ire: • „
2 e -e e e-e e = - e+ -n_w_.VkT_ - kT_w_.Vn_ + * :Vw_ + V.g » 0

ion energjr trans£ort_eguation

(Vi,sK i6 b i " n2ATAiV)kTi + 7T=7 k ( T i " Te' + ^ 5 t k ( Ti " V
e l x Tio

Tio

v ^ + V.S ± = 0 ( 3 _ 3 8 )

r£S£k<To " V + - ^ k < T o " Veo o T i

<3"39>
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To get an inpression of the Magnitude of energy losses Which characte-

rize the plasma, the terms of the transport equations (3-37)-(3-39) will

be estimated (see also K0N83)

To this end the measured ng and Tg profiles (see Chapter 4) have been

used as well as the expressions for viscous dissipation and heat conduc-

tivity according to Braginskii [BRA65] and Mitchner [MIT73].

3.5.1 The model assumptions.

In order to estimate the terms in the energy transport equation, a

plasma model is assumed which in general holds for rotationally

symmetric high density plasmas, without Joules dissipation.

1. We consider a plasma:

-without external magnetic and electric fields.

-Z>R the axial gradient length is much

larger than the radial one.

-rotational symmetry, £• -O.

2. The contribution of doubly-ionized ions is neglected

because Tg<13000 K. Under assumption of quasi neutrality

we can state that n .«n . and the effective charge number

Zeff-1.

3. For calculation of the neutral density nQ and its gradient

we use Daltons law: p«nokTQ+n kT -Hn.kT. , at a constant

plasma pressure p- 10 5 pa.

4. In calculating the flow and viscosity terms we used plasma
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nl,sneVbl (E
+l + f k V

net. ree. r-l

line rad.

+C„n Tf f e e
free-free rad,

elast. ex. e-i

+3n m /(T m ) k{T -T )e e eo o e o
elast. e x ; e-o

friction

+ in w .VkT2 e-e e
convection due to VT

" kTe Ïe-Vne
expansion due to Vn̂

+ jre:Vw
visceus dissipation

heat conduction

n l , s K l 6 b l ( E

VA
- k + 1 A+1 kT

N k « <E
+r+

r=2 Cff /Te
CliinI1jiXP(

nl Cff /Te

1

T C n '̂P

ei ff e e
3y k(Te-To)
TeoCffVTe

-3kT zwe z
Cffne'z£(0)

e z
Cffne'Zn ( 0 )

-0.73 |kT
CffneV«i
3.16 k V
CffnemeVei '

r - 0

+1+|kT J
. . . .f.. .e - noiS

a. - -o.

4p e _ 5

1

= 3.2 103(T -T

a 43.7 <T -T )e o

« 1

~ -0 .

= 0.

•7 K< 1

^ ~ •>

b l

2

6

4

i>

1

B

7

r = {R

as r = 0 ) =

as r = 0 ; =

as r - 0 ; =

as r = 0 ; =

1

= 3.9 103(T -T

= 95.4 (T -T )e o

-0.2

3 . 4

13.1

1

i '

« 1

e z

2kT>ï w Rer
C„n '„^
ff e »n- 0 . 7 3 ^ ŵe z _.

C._n v ."n^
ff e ei Rw

as r » 0 ; =

-1.9

6 .8

1

22.1

table 3.1 Scaled terms of the electron energy

- transport equation, R" 3nm, z» 2nn.

T- temperature (eV), Lj, Z T and RT are

characteristic temperature lengthes, if. m /m.
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n l ,sneVb l kTi .

- n2k(2)A(2)kTe +1 A+l k T i

+3n m / ( T .m.) k(T -T )e e ex x x e
elast. ex. i-e

elast. ex. i-o

convection due to VT.

i-i" i
expansion due to Vn.

+ irSvw.

viscous dissipation

heat conduction

r =

* 1

"Vil'*"*
nl.sKl

y' Ti"Te _ -
n l , .Ve i T i

2al..Vl l

-3.zw

n l , s K l Z T ! 0 )

w
z

n l , s K l Z n ( 0 )

-0.96.|.T±i w
2

nl,sKl X
3-9 k T iT i i 4
nl,sKlmi ' < ( r

0

= -0.05

.8 102(T±-Te)

.6 104(T.-T )
1 O

= -0.03

= 0.18

« 1

= 0.005

as r

= 103

= 4.5

~2Wz
n l , s K l l

2w R

-0.96T

nl,sKl

as r

r =i?.

= 0 ;

10*(T.

2

- 0 ; =

- 0

•

-T
O

- 0

1

0

. 0 5

»

. 4 9

.79

1

. 0 3

table 3.2 Scaled terns of the ion energy

transport equation, R- 3ian,z« 2nm.

T- temperature (eV), LT> Z^ and Kj. are

characteristic temperature lengths, y »



Thejaeutral energy balance

- n, n K, 6b, kT
l , s e 1 1 o

+ n k , A , kT

elast . ex. o-e

e last . ex. o-i

+ |n w .VkT
2 o-ô  o

convection due to VT

- kT w .Vn
o-o o

expansion due to 7n

+ it°:Vw
•t - O

viscous dissipation
+ V.q

° heat conduction

r

-(

a e k " > A i l }

n, K,
l , s 1

3j/ .(T -T )

n. K, T Tl , s 1 eo o
3viT^ ro"Tl )

2n, K, T
l , s 1 o

-3blZ.wz

neKlz
T<°>

-b,w
1 z

n K.Z (0)e 1 no

"3#blTooWz
n

e
K!Z^(0)

- 0

= O.üS

9.2.(T -T )o e

1.6 lo1(T -T,)
O 1

=-0.14

= -0.61

« 1

= 0.02

as r

= 25.

= 4.f

r2blWz
neKlLT

"blw
Z

r = èR

" 6 b l

- 0 ; =

CT -T )o e

» 10? (T -o

=

_ Si

n K, Le 1 no

"Voo*
n e K r i

i
t

* 0 ; -

0.05

T l ,

-4.5

-7.1

1

0.18

table 3.3 Scaled terms of the neutral energy

transport equation, R- 3nm, z- 2mm.

T- temperature (eV), LT, Z^ and R^ are

characteristic temperature lengths, y »
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velocity measurements of Vardelle [VAR80], carried out on a

similar plasma spray gun.

Because the electric field outside the anode is zero, there is

no Joule dissipation. Since there is no external

field the drift velocities are fully determined by

convection and diffusion. Because calculated diffusion

velocities are much smaller than the measured convective

velocities we may state: w^v.-w,. .

5. To evaluate the heat conductivity and viscosity terms we

used the transport coefficients for electrons and ions

according to Braginskii [BRA65] and Mitchner [MIT73].

For the heat flux of electrons and ions we write resp.

q = - KGV(kT ) = -(3.16 nekTeTei/me).V(kTe) (3-40)

^ = -{3.9 n.kTiTil/mi

Analogously' we define the heat flux for neutrals as:

qo = - K°V(kTo) = -CnoWoToo/.o).V(kTo> (3_42)

The last expression is an overestimate as we must also take

the neutral-ion collisions into account. As later on will

appear that this estimate indicates a negligible heavy particle

heat conduction, we will not attempt to derive a more accurate

expression.

For the viscosity tensor we use the expression [BRA65]:
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For the viscosity coefficients of electrons

ions and neutrals we use the expressions:

"0 " °-73 nekVei \ " °-96 n i kVii

o (3-44)
n = n kT T0 o o oo

Again the last expression is an overestimate, but also

here this overestimate will indicate that the contribution

of neutrals viscosity can be neglected.

3.5.2 Scaling of the equations.

To get an impression of the magnitude of the energy processes in

the plasma, the terms of eqs.(3-37)-(3-39) are estimated from Appendix

B. At first formal expressions are derived «here we express each term

in the plasma parameters. Under substitution of measured plasma

parameters and considering the model assumptions of section 3.5.1,

numerical values are obtained for each term. This procedure is carried

out for r-0 (plasma axis) and r«1.5mm (0.5 R Q ) , both for z-2mm. Next

all terms are made dimensionless, i.e. they are scaled on a volume

term. For the electron-energy balance all terms are divided by the

Brehmsstrahlungs term Q -C f f. n
2 • V*T , while the ion- and neutral

balances are scaled with the ionisation-energy source term, generated

by the Saha population of the neutral ground level. The results of

this scaling for respectively electron-, ion- and neutral energy

equations are to be found in tables 3.1 to 3.3. With help of the
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estimated tents of the energy balance equations we now can give an

estimation of the temperature differences between electrons, Ions and

neutrals, and also for b., the overpopulation fraction of the neutral

ground level, to this end the energy equations for electrons, Ions and

neutrals are added in order to eliminate all mutual elastic

energy exchange. With equations (3-37)-(3-39) we can write for the

energy balance for the whole plasma:

5 ? (7\ (2^ 2 " O\ 1
n n, K oh (E , + |kT ) - n k , ; A , kT + n t k u ' ( E + ,kT ) +e l , s 1 1 +1 2 e e +1 +1 e e r « 2 +r +r 2 e

(3-45)

+ C n expt-E^ /kT ) + C„.n 2 T + |n w .V(kT + kT.) +l ine 1,8 ' 4p e ff e e 2 e-e e i

+ -n w .VkT - (kT + kT.)w .Vn - kT w .Vn +2 o-o o e ï -e e o-o o

( 9 e

where viscous dissipation and frictional energy losses are neglected.

In order to get a manageable set of equations, we scale the ion- and neu-

tral balance on the free-free radiation t e n of the electron-balance

which finally results in three equations with three unknowns, both for

r»0 and r»0.5RQ:

e : 806b + 14.2 + 3.2 103(Te - T^ + 43.7 (Te - TQ) = 0

i : 4.76b + 0.5 - 3.2 103(Te - 'ï\) + 7.6 104(Ti - TQ) = 0 (3-46)

0 :-4.76b1 - 3.2 - 43.7 (T, - TQ) - 7.6 104(T i - TQ) = 0

e : 706b , + 4 4 . 2 + 3 . 9 1 0 3 ( T - T . ) + 9 5 . 4 (T - T ) = 0
1 e i e o

1 : 3 . 9 6 b , + 5 . 0 - 3 . 9 1O3(T - T . ) + 1 7 . 5 lcf(T. - T ) = 0 ( 3 - 4 7 )
1 e 1 1 0

0 :-3.96b, -44.3 - 95.4 .(T - T ) - 17.5 10(T. - T ) = 0
i e o x o
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Adding the e,i,o-equations, the elastic tens all disappear and we get:

for r - 0 mm: 80.6b. - -11.5 so <5b « -0.14
1 (3-48)

for r « 1.5 mm: 70.6b = -4.9 so <Sb « -0.07

We conclude that 6b, both on r-0 and r-1.5mm (z-2mm) is small and nega-

tive. This last feature in fact indicates an underpopulation of the

neutral groundlevel with respect to the Sana-population.

This feature also indicates that deviation from Saha equilibrium is

small enough to consider the plasma in LTE. This phenomenon is also

deduceable from the two independent T measurements at z-2mm (see next
G

chapter). Resubstituting the 6b, value in (3-46) and (3-47), the

temperature difference between electrons, ions and neutrals are easily

obtained:

for r» 0 mm: Tfe-T£- -8.4 10~4 eV

Ti~To- -3.3 10~
5 eV

Te-To- -8.7 10~
4 eV

(3-49)

for r-1.5 mm: Te-T£- -1.0 10"
2 eV

li-To- -2.5 10~* eV

-1.0 10~2 eV

This result shows that the temperature differences in a recombining

plasma are very small: Typically 10 K for Te-Th, and 0.4 K for T0-Tj.

Futher it holds that: T^TpTe.

So the neutrals are cooled, due to elastic collisions with ions, which

in turn are cooled by the electrons.

Note that the fact that the temperatures are nearly equal does not
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imply that the elastic tens can be neglected within a specific energy

balance. This in fact means that the seperate balances can only be used

to estimate these small temperature differences, with the general con-

clusion that the temperatures are very close.

For the description of the plasma behaviour as a whole the use of the

total energy-balance as given in eq.(3-45) is preferable. This in fact

has been done already in the estimates of 8b j in eq.(3-48).

In chapter 4 we will use this energy equation to obtain a less accurate

but more general prediction of 8b] as a function of the temperature T£l

which is geometry-independent. [RAA83]

We have seen that the heat conduction is dominated by the electrons.

Further the temperatures T£> T\ and T Q can be set equal in the convec-

tion terms, the 6th to 9th terms of eq.(3-45). These four terms can be

added to (5p/2kT)VkT if we assume that the plasma is isobaric.

The radiation terms, i.e. the 2nd to 5 terms of eq.(3-4S), are all of
2

the same form and can be added up to ng . G(T ), where G(T ) is a known

function of the temperature. Finally writing out nj s the first term can

be rewritten as n g. H(T ) . So eq.(3-45) can be reduced to:

n3, H(Te) b, + n^ G(Te) + | p/kTeVkTe + V.o^ - 0 (3-50)



3.5.3 Concluding remarks.

From the results fro* Measurements and the energy balance estimates

the following conclusions can be drawn:

- Froa the numerical values of the energy balance of the electrons

it follows that the energy processes are dominated by radiative

inelastic collisions and heat conduction which balance with elastic

energy transfer between electrons and ions.

- The ion-energy transport is mainly dominated by elastic energy

transfer, (it, appears to be transferring elaatically energy from

the hotter neutrals to the colder electrons). Flow and inelastic

processes are almost negligible. Furthermore radiative recombination

viscous dissipation and heat conduction can be neglected too.

- The dominating energy processes in the neutral energy balance are

flow (expansion, convection) processes, and energy transfer between

neutrals and ions due to elastic and charge exchange collisions.

These two energy processes balance each other.

Inelastic radiative terms, viscous dissipation and heat conduction

contribute to a small or even negligible amount in the neutral

energy transport equation.

- The calculated value for fib. of -0.15 indicates nearly to LTE



conditions in the neighbourhood of the anode plane and also off axis.

The small value of £bj over the whole plasma justifies the determi-

nation of T from a measured electron density, (see Chapter 4)

This small value however may not be neglected In the energy and mass

balance.

Radiative energy losses play an important role in the energy balance

of the «combining plasma. Balanced with net excitation and ionization

it rules the production of neutrals (recombination to r»l) and the

energy loss of electrons (line radiation and recombination to r-1).

The temperature differences between the different plasma particles

on the axis are very small ( AT<10 K).

It is possible to write down the energy balance of the plasma without

transport terms. In this approximation 6b] is just a function of the

plasma temperature Tg and ;an estimate of 8bj is found which is

plasma geometry independent.
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I CHAPTER IV DETERMINATION OF ELECTRONDENSITY AND TEMPERATURE

CF A HYDROGEN-ARGON PLASMA. DETERMINATION <F THE

PARTICLES TEMPERATURE.

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Purpose of the study

Important parameters to characterize a plasma are the electron

density ne and the electron temperature Te. These two parameters give

information about the degree of equilibrium of the plasma, the level

population and the degree of ionisation. In Chap.3 we proved that in our

spray plasma we may assume near to LTE condition which could have been

expected for a recombining plasma with an electron density of about

1022 -1023 m-3. This very fact enables us to determine the

electrontemperature Tg indirectly from a measured value of n , assuming

the LTE relationship between n and T as shown in fig.4.2. This curve

is calculated by applying the Saha-Eggert equation to the Ar-neutral and

Ar singly ionized systems in combination with Daltons' law quasi-

neutral ity, and Tj,»Te,at one atmosphere:

n> ~ W•

0 e o • n e (4_,)

n. • n
1 e

where n£ and nQ denote the total population of Ar(I) and Ar(II) reap.,

and Wo and W£ the partition functions of these syterns.
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fig.4.1 relation between the electron temperature and density

in an atmospheric Ar-plasma

From the discussion in Chapter 3 i t appears that the dominant contribu-

tions to the energy balance are the so-called volume terms and can be

expressed in local values of ng and Tft. The only exception is the elec-

tron heat conduction which contributes 30Z. If we ignore all transport

terns the energy balance (eq. 3-45) reduces to:

• 3M

+ C f f n e T e
(4-la)

This equation can be solved for 6b] as a function of Te. This would be a

good estimate for b} for a recombining plasma although the contribution

of heat conduction would make fib] slight more negative.

In this way we can give a prediction for abj(rec) and thus n rec(T )

for recombining plasmas, (see fig.4.1)

Similarly for ionizing plasmas it has been shown experimentally that a

prediction can be given for n e
x o n(T e) (see fig.4.1).

again by a single parameter Te. [ROS8Ï]
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The knowledge of the electron temperature Tg is not only important for

the plasma composition and energy balance (see Chapter 3), but also the

ruling parameter in calculating the energy transfer to a spray particle,

(see Chapter 6). This is sufficient reason to determine Te also directly

by means of the ion-line to continuum ratio method, for which we used

the 4806 A-Ar(II)-ion line.

The electron density n is determined from the broadening of the H_-

Balmer line, using GrieWdata [GRI74].

An alternative sethod which can be used in plasmas without hydrogen,is

the measurement of the Stark broadening of Ar(I) or Ar(II) lines.

The broadening of ion-lines is small and requires the use of a specific

Fabry-Perot. The neutral lines can be measured with a monochromator.

We will show the feasibility of this ion-line method in section 4.3 for

a cascade arc plasma with comparable ne.

This measurement was also used to calibrate the Stark-width parameters

of the multiplet 6 and 7 Ar(II) lines; a factor of 2 difference between

Griems theory and our experiments was found.

As far as our spray plasma is concerned, we will restrict us to the H.
P

determined electrondensity, because we used hydrogen throughout almost

all the spray plasma measurements.

Summarizing:

quantity symbol method

electron density n e Hg-broadening

electron temperature Té l) LTE-value from ne

2) ion-line to continuum
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4.1.2 Description of the optical arrangement

For both che Hg broadening and ion-line-to-continuum measurement we

used a 0.6a Jobin-Yvon monochromator (HRS-2) of the Czerny-Turner

type. It contained two spherical mirrors and a flat grating of 1200

lines/mm, resulting in a linear dispersion of 12 A/mm at -6000 A. In

fig.4.2 the telecentric spectroscopie set up is schematically shown.

The data aquisition system will be described in Chapter 5.

M] ,K2'. mirrors
R: flat grating
PMT: photomultiplier
S,S : slits

fig.4.2 spectroscopie set-up

The double diafragm formed by the entrance slit and the diafragm D

ensures an almost cylindrical cut through of the plasma which is

needed to obtain a good spatial resolution by Abel inversion.
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The diaaeter of the cylinder is about 0.5 M I .

Both the entrance and exit slits are set at 0.1 M I , resulting in an

triangular shaped apparatus profile with a width of AA «1.2 A.

We neglect this apparatus width with respect to the width of the Hg

(40-60 A). On the other hand we may assume thatAX is large enough

to measure the total line intensity of the 4806 A ion line, which has a

line-width of typically 200 «A.

Thus with a single scan between 4700 and 5100 A we are able to

measure the H and the 4806 simultaneously.
P

In our spectroscopie arrangement the optical system was fixed to the

laboratory system while the plasma torch could be moved both axially(r)

and laterally(y).

In section 4.7 we finally will give a description how the particle tem-

perature was determined.

4.2 Determination of the electron density by Hg-broadening

The most frequently used Balmer line for spectroscopie purposes is

the Hg, central wavelength 4861 A. It has a characteristic and broad

profile (see fig.4.3). The broadening of the Balmer line is caused by

the microfields of electrons and ions in the vicinity of a hydrogen

neutral affecting its energy levels. This effect is called the linear

Stark effect and for the Hg it dominates all other broadening effects

like: Doppler temperature broadening, Van der Waals broadening, etc.
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fig.4.3 Measured profile of the H balmer line with some Ar-ion lines

By measuring the half value width AXg of the spectral line one obtains

the electron density ne fro» the relationship:

(4-2)

where C is weakly dependent of Te and for Te-leV: Cg-3 1O20 m"3A~.1"5

In Griems standard work on "spectral line broadening in plasaas"[GRI74]

he conpares six experiment* with his HR-profile calcu tions and conclu-

des that for electron densities of 1022/«3to 1023/m3and Tg*l-i eV they

are correct within 5X, except for the central dip and asyasetries.

As our aeasureaents were carried out side-on the aeasured intensity at

a certain lateral position is the integrated value over the view-length.

To determine the radial dependence of each spectral point of the H„-

profile Abel-inversion has to be applied.



4.3 Determination of the electrondensity by Stark

broadening of an Ar(II) line, measured with a Fabry-

Perot interferometer.

In almost all our measurements on spray-plasmas hydrogen was added to

improve the plasma enthalpy, temperature and gasvelocity. Therefore it

is natural to use the relatively easy method of H -broadening to
B

determine the electrondensity. However there are specific applications

as e.g. the plasma spraying of zinc-particles [MEL81J, for which the

addition of hydrogen is counterproductive. therefore we have

investigated the feasibility of a method which is also applicable with

pure argon only: the measurement of broadening of argon lines. At the

same time we have measured the required Stark-parameters of several

Ar(IZ) lines which appeared to differ appreciable from theoretical

values and which can be used in future experiments. This feasibility

study and calibration has been carried out on the plasma of a cascade

arc which is of comparable electron density and temperature. In this

experiment the electron density has been measured by interferometry

[KAF79] and is thus well suited for the calibration of the Stark

parameter» Collisional broadening of spectral line profiles in a highly

ionized plasma is caused by interactions between the radiating Ar(II)

ions and the electrons and ions. In the high density cascade arc plasma

the ion broadening is only a few percent of the electron broadening and

can be neglected. For experimental use we have measured as accurately as

possible the Stark parameter of the line profiles of 4426 Ar(II)

(multiplet 7 accor- ding to Wiese [WIE69]) and 4606 Ar(II) (multiplet

6). He compared these with theoretical predictions [GRI74] and earlier
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experimental values.We used a plasma generated in a cascade arc, 5mm in

diameter, 8cm in length which «as observed end-on. All measurements were

done at the plasma axis,where the electron density could be varied from

23 3 23 3

0.3 10 /m up to 1.4 10 /m ,the electron temperature from 11000 K up to

14000 K. The electron density was determined by means of an

interferometric method,using a two wavelength H -N laser. From the

change In refractive index by short circuiting the arc the electron

density is determined. The density determination is very accurate. From

measurements with two arc lengths the influence of the electrode

inhonogeneities is found to be small (a few percent) and is moreover

corrected for in first order. The fact that the accuracy is better than

1 — 2Z has been demonstrated in an interlaboratory comparison of cascade

arc plasmas in Eindhoven, Toulouse and Kiel [HEL80]. So the electron

density is known with an accuracy better than 3Z. For both spectral

lines we used a pressure scanned Fabry-Perot interferometer, Which has

the important advantage of a relatively simple deconvolution procedure,

compared with a monochromator measurement of the same resolution. The

Stark broadening of these spectral lines was determined from the

Lorentzian part of a Voigt-fit to the line profiles. We constructed a

specific Fabry-Perot with a relatively large free spectral range

compared with the spectral line width of the Ar(II) lines. The main

problem was to obtain a mirror spacing which was small enough to avoid

line overlap. The measurements carried out on the 4426 A were done with

two different spacers of .461 mm and .270 mm respectively. The 4806 A

was measured with one spacer of .461 mm only. As these spacers are not

commercially available we constructed a phosphor-bronze ring of .1 mm

thickness with 3 holes. The holes contained little quartz plates of the

desired thickness. For wavelength calibration and apparatus profile
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Measurement we used a small hollow cathode arc (micro-arc)[RUT83] and a

low pressure argon discharge. The pressure in the micro-arc was about

6.6 Fa and the electron density was around 1020 m-3,so we can neglect

every type of pressure broadening. The experimental set up Is shown in

Fig.4.4

CASCADE ARC
fig.4.4 Spectroscopie set up

of the Fabry-PSrot.

RH ROTATING MIRROR; L1-L4 LENSES;
CL CALIBRATION LUMP; M MIRROR
01,02 DIAFRAGM; FP PRESSURE SCANNED FABRY PEROT;
PRM PARTIAL REFLECTING MIRROR; F FILTER;
PM PHOTOMULTJPLIER; P PINHOLE

TOKEITHLEY
ELECTROMETER.AK

Behind the Fabry-Perot a In Jarell-Ash double monochromator of the

Czerny-Turner type was placed as an optical preselector.

The apparatus width of the monochromator had to be significantly larger

than the width of the Fabry-Perot.in order to avoid continuum modulation

effects.

The resulting finessse,defined as the ratio of free spectral range and

apparatus width, was between 40 and 60.

In Fig.4.5 a typical Voigt-fit of the 4426 A line is shown.

For generating the Voigt-function we used a continued fraction code

called wofz [Gau69] which generates the complex error function

w(z) - z . erfc(-iz)

The real part of w(z) i s the Voigt function:

r2

Re w(x+iy) • 2.
ir ƒ

e"fc dt

(4-3)

(4-4)
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where x is the Doppler scaled wavelength coordinate and y- ^ is the

Lorentz to Doppler ratio of the line profile.

The parameters y, Gaussian line width AX, central wavelength X and

plasma continuum level h were found by fitting the Voigt-profile

to the measured profile by means of a Harquard general least squares

code.

From the parameters y and AX6, the total line width AxKras calculated.

Following this procedure also for the micro-arc, the Lorentzian part

of the Fabry-Perot apparatus profile was determined.

The Stark broadening of the line profile now follows from simple

subtraction of both Lorentzian widths:

To be sure about the accuracy of this Voigt-procedure we supplied

the least squares code with a correction for line overlap in the

region half way the free spectral range. However i t appeared that

a simple deconvolution by hand, measuring the 10 and 50Z width [DAV63]

did not differ significantly from the computer result.

In Figs.4.6 and 4.7 the resulting Stark widths of resp. 4426 and 4806 A

are shown for different values of the electron density. The triangular

dots correspond to measurements with the .27 mm spacer.

fig.4.5 Voigt-fit to the 4426 A

Ar(II) spectral line.
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fig.4.6 Stark widths of the

4426 A Ar(II).

The neasurements are compared with the theoretical data of Griem [GRI74]

We conclude that our Measurements point to a factor of two smaller half

widths at an electron density of 102^ a-3 than listed in Griems

tables. The exact factors are: .50 for A -4806 A and .55 for A -4426 A

(experimental over theoretical value).

Also other authors report on Stark widths of 4806 and 4426 lines [JON73,

KON76] which are saaller than Griems values;

But it appears that our results point to smaller widths than any

of the other references.

We conclude that this method of ng determination by ion-line broade-

ning is a good alternative, provided that a specific Fabry-Perot inter-

ferometer is available. Still the H method is aomewhat more convenient
P

and does not require specific equipment. So for most of the experiments

the Hg has been used. One measurement has been performed which will be
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discussed below:

This measurement which may serve to show the feasiblity of the method,

has been carried out on the METCO 3MB plasmaspray apparatus for z-2.8mm

at a current of 425 A and 15Z hydrogen. The resulting X -profile for

the Ar(II) 4348 A line (also multiplet 7) is shown in Fig.4.8.

From this profile the Lorentz part of the line can be determined and

is equal to 300 mA. FWtti. If we take a proportionality constant from

Fig.4.8 of the 4426 A line which is also of multiplet 7, we can calcu-

late the electrondensity to be ne(FP)-1.5.10
,23-3

23 .-3 . From H -measure-
Is

23 ^ments a value of n .(HD)-1.4.10 m Jis obtained and we nay conclude a
e p

good agreement between the two methods.

0 THCMETICAL DATA GRIEH [1974)

J EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ( 1 9 M )

0.70 0,90 090 100

fig.4.7 Stark-widths of

the 4806 A
Ar(II) spectral line.

fig.4.8 Voigt-fit to the 4348 A
Ar(II) spectral line.
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4.4 Determination of the electron temperature by means of

ion-line to continuun ratio

In order to determine the electron temperature I we made use of the

fact that the intensity of an Ar-ion line depends strongly on the elec-

tron temperature. The continuum intensity is only weakly dependent on

temperature. The continuum is proportional to ne whereas the ion-line

intensity is proportional to ne. Therefore the ion-line to continuum

ratio is a good measure for the electron temperature. A condition for

the applicability of this method is that the plasma has to be optically

thin for both the emitted line and continuum radiation. For the 4806 A-

line and its adjacent continuum this condition is satisfied. Furthermore

we can neglect the contribution of hydrogen to the total continuum and

the small contribution of the H line will be subtracted. Starting out
p

from Venugopalans expression [VEN71] for the total emitted continuum

radiation density, combined with the Boltzmanns* and Sahas' equations we

can write for a Ar(II)-line:

I.. ^., . b+ 4ir g , C . AX . nl i n e fb 1 6 + l c ap e

neglecting the free-free contribution to the continuum, and where:

En-hcA « energy difference between the ion line upper level and

the Ar(II) ground level,

k-Boltzmanns' constant -1.38.10"23 J/K
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£ cont,-line-measured intensities of line and continuum resp.

A «radiative tranaition probability of the ion line (a-1)
n» i

gn -.-statistic weight of the upper level.

S f ,b- free-bound Bibemann factor.

Wj-partion function of the Ar(II)-systea

bj «relative overpopulation factor of the Ar(II)-ground level with

respect to the higher levels.

&\ ap- apparatus width of the monochromator (-1.2 A)

Cc« continuum constant -1.63 10"
43 Wm4Ki sr"1

\ -central wavelength of the ion line.

Te- electron temperature in K.

Analogous to the result for bj, the neutral ground level overpopulation

factor which was«l, we nay assume that in our recombining plasma b -c I

The temperature dependence of the 4806 A ion-line to continuim' is given

in fig.4.9. From eq.(4-6) and the graph it is obvious that even an uncer-

tainty of 50Z in the values of n introduces just ZX error in T .

So this aethod is indeed an accurate T measurement.

0.2 "

11000 12000 13000

T, (K)

fig.4.9 line to continuum ratio of the 4806 A *a function of Te<
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4.4 Abel inversion

Every spectroscopie investigation of a local physical parameter

carried out side-on at an axial ly symmetric plasma is in fact the

integrated value of o(r) over a viewlength AA'. (see fig.4.10) This

integrated value of a(r), A(y) at lateral position y is:

A(y)- 2/ «<&**
y /r 2 - y

If o(r)«0 for r>R one can

deduce ct(r) from a measured

value of A(y):

fig.4.10 Abel transformation

This transformation i s called Abel-inversion, and we will use

i t to deduce the radial line emission profiles from the measu-

red ones.

The strategy we follow i s : for every seperate wavelength point

we carry out the Abel transform and afterwards we construct from

the Abel-inverted radial profiles a new spectral line profile at al l

radii.

In our Abel transformation code we approximate A(y) by a polynomial

after which ct(r) i s derived from (4-8).

The polynomial of the form $ *.y" , N even, was generated by a
n-o n

*:.
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f\ Burrough«7700 standard code, called LEASTSQUARESPOLYN0MIAL( ) .

Calculation of (4-8) now consists of suunatlon of integrals of the

type:

These integrals are calculated with help of the recurrent relation:

o r : F , ü ' " - + i2lIiiE_R
n n n n-2

F Q - Ln(R + A
2-r2) - log r

with starting values:

In Fig.4.11 a simulation of a measured Gaussian profile i s shown

with i t s Abel-transform, normalized at the axis maximum. Even with a

resolution of only 20 points i t appears that a Gaussian profile trans-

forms indeed to a Gaussian with the same half value width.

As another test we show in Fig.4.12 an Abel inversion of the lateral

intensity profile which results from a hollow radial profile. Even for

such an extreme situation the method gives reliable results.
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lateral/radial position

fig.4.11 Abel inversion of a

Gaussian profile

Lateral/radial position

fig.4.12 Abel transform of a

center-dipped profile

As stated, the Abel inversion is performed for many lateral points, for

several wavelength settings. From the resulting radial profiles we can

construct the A -profile at any radial position. In Fig.4.13 the result

of this procedure carried out for the optically thin Ar(I) 4300 A line

is shown for r«0. (o )

The measurement was done a few mm from the anode plane, where we expect

the largest differences in form of the lateral and radial profiles.

In fig.4.13 also the normalized spectral intensity profile, as observed

at y-0 is shown (•). It is clear that even at this position the width

of the constructed X -profile at radial position r»0 differs

only 9.5% from the direct observable profile at y-0. This means that

the lateral profiles must be close to Gaussian profiles with almost

equal Gaussian widths for all the X -settings. The Gaussian form of the

radial profiles is indeed observed in experiment.

The direct use of the line-emission spectral profile at y-0 instead of
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calculating the spectral profile at r-0 introduces only a minor error of

102 in n and avoids the unnecessary complicated procedures as described

above.

As this 102 uncertainty in ne introduces just 1.52 in T£ at worst, and

for heat transfer calculations we only need T we had an additonal

reason in omitting Abel-inversion.

A similar conclusion was drawn for the H -measurements on the basis of a
P

similar comparison.

AX-0.5 A

Ar(I)-J-4300 X

• : y-0

o: r-0

Fig.4.13 Original and Abel inverted profile.
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4.6 Experimental results and discussion

In this paragraph an overview of the experimental spectroscopie

results «ill be given. Spatially resolved electron density and -

temperature will be presented. A comparison between the two independent

T measurements will be given, yielding a value of b, which will be

compared with calculations of Chap.3.

4.6.1 The electron density

n<r m

In fig.4.14 we see the spatially

resolved electron density measurements

from H -broadening, using Griems
8

theoretical data [GRI74].

The first phenomenon we at once notice

is the decrease of the electron den-

sity along the plasma axis.

Between z»0 and z«25 it decreases

about a factor of two.

rlmm)

zlcnm)

fig.4.14 Spatial resolved electron density.

<f>anode-6 am, 1-450 A, 3% H
2-
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On the other hand,(see also fig.4.15) ne increases along the plasma edge

at fixed radial position. At z-26.5 mm this results in an almost flat

electron density profile.

This phenomenon can be explained by a combination of recombination and

diffusion. The recombination consists of radiative recombination and the

net effect of three-particle recombination and ionization. The latter

leads to net recombination if the factor <5b,<0 as will be shown.

However for the boundary regions of the jet, radial diffusion of

electrons from the axis region dominates local recombination, which

induces increasing n as function of z.

fig.4.IS Radial behaviour of n

If we examine the so called line-density function N (z)» j 27rrne(r,z)dr

it appears that N is almost constant as function of z up to Z"25mm.

This means that the total number of electrons per unit length is almost

constant, and is approximately 8.3 10 m~«'

Regarded from this viewpoint the axial development of the radial

electron density profile resembles the causal fundamental solution of

the one-dimensional diffusion equation, as seen by an observer travel-

ling with the gasvelocity.
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4.6.2 The electron temperature

T,(K)
In fig.4.16 the spatially resolved

electron temperature is shown. Most

points are derived from the n
G

measurements assuming LTE (latm). However

those points determined from n and line

to continuum ratio differ not more than

ZX at worst. Also here the electron

temperature profile flattens with

increasing z by e.g. heat conduction.

This i s similar to the nfe profile. A

remarkable difference is the slow axial

decrease of Te along the plasma axis.

From the anode until z-26.5 ma , Te

decreases just 9Z. For this reason we

could set Te constant in the heat

transfer model of Chapter 6.

fig.4.16 Spatial resolved electron temperature.

anode-6 mm,1-450 A, 3% H2 ;

7500

5000

2500

•rttnm)

We will now discuss the LTE state of the plasma.

In fig.4.17 the LTE determined Te is compared with Te found from line to

continuum-ratio. If we assume that the over-population of the argon-ion

ground level i* small, so b]+»l in eq. 4-6 we may state that Tfi deter-
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nlned from the line-continuum ratio is close to the actual Te.

Accordingly the difference between the LTE-deternined Te and the

actual temperature can be explained by a slight under-population

of the Ar(I)-ground level, fib. (see Chapter 3).

13000

12000

11000

wooo
5 13000

12000

11000

-I 1 1 1 1 1-
z -16.5mm..

L.T.E.

H 1 1 1 1-

z-26.5mm .

L.T.E.

• I i i i r i i t i i i i

0.6- 1.0 1.5 0 15 1.0 1.5 2.0
fliml

fig.4.17 Radial T -profiles for several axial positions

If we evaluate eqs. 4-1 for PLTE instead of LTE we can derive a

relation between ng and Te:

T s-3/2 /E,. 2 P
n + 2n —

' ne e kT
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the fraction 6b. represents the over(under)-population of the neutral

ground level.

Substituting the measured value of ne and the ion-line-continuum value

of Tg we obtain 6b. which is shown in fig.4.18

If we would assume that there is also

a deviation from LTE in the ion system

with values for b slightly lower

than 1, then the temperature as

determined from the ion-line/-

continuum ratio would be 1-2Z lower.

In that case <?bj would be somewhat

more negative. In any case we find for

z-2mm near to LTE-conditions with 6bl

close to zero

fig.4.18 6b as function of axial position.

This is to be expected as here the active arc-plasma changes into

the recombing plasma of the jet. With increasing axial distance the

deviation from LTE expressed in | 6b | increases slowly and is between

0.1 and 0.4, being in good agreement with the expectation band in the

evaluation of the energy balance as described in Chapter 3.
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4.7 Determination of the particle temperature and

heat content

In our experimental set-up we determined both the particle heat

content and temperature. The particle heat content is determined

calorimetrically by spraying th melted particle in the plasma plume on

a steel strip. The temperature jump of the strip, measured by a set of

thermocouples determines the total amount of heat, transferred to the

strip. From the known weight increment of the strip and the known

particle radius, the average particle heat content is calculated. We

will not go into further detail concerning this method but refer to

Houben et.al.[H0U83]. An advantage of this method above spectroscopie

methods is: spectroscopie measurements just give information about the

particle surface temperature. The calorimetric method tells us also

something about the internal state, which for instance is important if

particle are partially melted. A disadvantage of the calorimetric

method is that loss mechanisms like radiation of the strip and particle

introduce experimental errors. In this paragraph we will restrict

ourselves to the spectroscopie particle temperature measurements. The

averaged particle surface temperature T(R) is determined by analyzing

the infrared emission of the particle . Considering the particle as a

"grey radiator" the emitted spectrum is given by correcting Plancks'

radiation law with an emission coefficient

p A ( X ' V • x5.exp(hc7(kTp ))-l
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where: p(A,T^)« energy density of the emitted radiation per unit

of wavelength.

T - particle surface temperature.

e(X,T_)» eaissivlty of the radiating surface (-1 for a black

body radiator).

The temperature is now determined by measuring the intensity ratio of

the infrared radiation at two different wavelengths (X|-0.8p,X2-0.9y).

Because for these wavelengths it holds that: exp(h.c/kT )>1 and e(A,Tj,)

is almost temperature independent [X0U70],we can write for the intensity

ratio:

(4-5)

where: I(A)» the intensity of the infrared emission of the spray

particles.

A(A1>>2'>- a constant, representing the properties of the

detector and the optical system.

For calibration of the optical system we used a tungsten ribbon lamp

of known temperature.

By varying the current through the lamp we constructed a calibration cur

ve shown in fig.4.19. Here the intensity ratio I(0.9)/I(0.8) is plotted

as function of the tungsten surface temperature.
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fig.4.19 Intensity ratio of infrared radiation at X-0.8 and 0.9y as

function of surface temperature for W and Mo.

V

As the emissivity ratio l ( * 2 ) / l ( * l ) for Mo i s just 52 lower than for W

and temperature independent, the calibration curve for Mo i s obtained

by correcting the W calibration curve with -5% (see f i g . 4 . 1 8 ) .

With this l a s t curve the average Mo-surface temperature in the plume of

the plasma i s determined as function of axial posit ion.

In the experiment we used a 28cm D186 Hilger and Watts prism monochro-

mator with an optical resolution of 30 A at 0.9 ym. The detector was a

Sl-type LN2 cooled infrared photomultiplier. The minimum dark-current

—9

was typical ly 3.10 A. The optical system was identical to that of

f i g . 4 . 2 except for monochromator and detector. The observation volume i s

a cylinder of 0.5*1.25 mm in cross-section in the x-direct ion, the

length of the cylinder being determined by the particle beam-diameter.

In this way only beam averaged surface temperatures were determined.

In the experiment we injected Mo-particles with a diameter<|> -53-63y .

The plasma and injection conditions were similar to that of the Laser-
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Doppler measurements (see Chap.5) except the arc current was somewhat

lower (420 A). The resulting beam averaged particle temperature is

shown in fig. 4.20.

In spite of the rather high experimental

inaccuracy a linear least squares fit

shows a slight temperature decrease of 13

K/mm. For z<40 mm these measurements were

not possible because the plasma infrared

light dominated the particles surface

radiation. However the extrapolated value

at z-30 mm is between 2500 and 3000K and

indicates that the average particle

temperature has reached the melting point

when it leaves the plasma.

40 60
z(mm)

fig.4.20 Particle surface temperature as function

of axial position.

Finally we will report on the calorimetrie heat content measurements,

as described by Houben et al.[HOU83].

We carried out measurements on both AOgMo and 70pCu particles under the

same experimental conditions as for most Laser-Doppler measurements.

The deposition strip was fixed at 60 am in front of the anode.

The results expressed in kj per unit of mass were: Wd(70yCu)-727 kj/kg

and Wd(40yMo)-1170 kJ/kg.

This last result indicates that the average Mo particle has reached the

melting point and is fully melted.

To make a comparison with the 60n spectroscopie measurement, we make use

of the theoretical results of Chapter 6 : The total heat content of a
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particle when It leaves the plasma is roughly proportional to:

t(dwell)/R , where t(dwell) i s the particle residence time in

the plasma. If we approximate this last quantity by assuming a

Stokes momentum transfer in a constant plasma flow field of

500 m/s we get: t(dwell)40p -6.68.10~4s , t(dwell)60y -9.90.10~4s

This means a factor 0.65 less heat content of the 60v> Mo particle

so 760 kj/kg. This leads to a particle temperature of 2560 K,

being in fairly good agreement with the spectroscopie

measurement.
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CHAPTER V MEASUREMENT OF THE PARTICLE VELOCITY IN A PLASMA

JET BY MEANS OF IASER DOPPLER ANEMOMETRY "- •

5.1 Introduction

If one «ants to study the plasma-particle Interaction of a powder

plasma spray process, it is obvious that information is needed of the

particle velocity in the plasma jet. Information about the particle

velocity In the plume of,or outside the plasma «as available already for

a much longer time in the plasma spray group of the Eindhoven University

of Technology [WAA79]. In this group rapid camera techniques were

applied. Other techniques like "streak" shadowgraphy etc. are also

possible[RIE66]. In fact in studying the particle-substrate interaction

-the two parameters: particle velocity and particle temperature outside

the plasma jet are sufficient. However in studying for example the

particle heat transfer, information is needed about the particle dwell

time (or residence time) in the plasma. Measuring this quantity, so the

particle velocity by means of the above mentioned techniques is not

possible, because the plasma produces a huge amount of light both in the

UV, visible and infrared region. Even the infrared thermal emission of

the particle Is obscured by the plasma light, so a totally different

detection technique has to be applied. The detection and analysis of the

light from an intense laser beam scattered by the particle is the most

appropriate way of overcoming the plasma background radiation problem.

In this technique one can use a very small bandwidth of detection and

accordingly only the background radiation of the plasma in this
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bandwidth is present. From the frequency shift of the scattered laser

light the particle velocity can be determined. Accordingly this

technique is called: Laser Doppler Anemometry (L.D.A); the first word

indicating the active optical instrument, the second indicating the

Doppler effect Which is resposible for the frequency shift, the third

word refers to similar velocity measurements in air. In such an

experimental arrangement an interference pattern is created in the

plasma. The particle velocity is now determined by measuring the transit

time across a known number of interference fringes.We will refer to this

technique as "real fringe detection". Another technique which makes use

of the Doppler shift of the scattered light is heterodyne detection.

Here the scattered laser light is mixed with a local oscillator on the

surface of the detector, causing "optical beating". The detected beat

frequency is just the frequency difference between the scattered light

and the local oscillator. In case of homodyne detection [P0T81] in which

the local oscillator has the same frequency or wavelength as the

scattering beam, this frequency difference equals the Doppler shift in

the direction of detection. From now on we will restrict ourselves to

real fringe L.D.A.
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5.2 Theoretical background

5.2.1 Fringes ; the dual beam system

fig.5.1 schematics of a dual beam system

In fig.5.1 is shown What happens if a particle with velocity _v

crosses the interference pattern in the Intersection volume of two

identical laser beams. The light scattered by the particle will be

modulated in time as it passes through the maxima and minima of the

interference pattern. The frequency of the intensity Modulation is

proportional to particle velocity component perpendicular to the

interference planes. If the fringe spacing is known, the particle

velocity is related to the detected frequency according to:

(5-1)
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We will now give a nore detailed description of the structure of the

interference area finally yielding AA_ .

Consider two plane electromagnetic waves, intersecting each other in

the origin of a cartesian coordinate system (see fig.5.2)

In first approach we assume no

spatial dependence of the elec-

tric field vector in phase plane

. exp i(k. . r - ut)

E2« e . exp i(k2.r - ut)

(5-2)

J(kj-k2>

fig.5.2 Spatial picture of the 2

intersecting waves

The resulting electric field in the intersection area equals:

E. + E, » e . {exp i(k,.r - ut) + exp i(k2-r - ut)} -

- e . exp(-icot) . [exp i{£(k,.r + k2-r) + i(kj.r - kj.

+ exp (5r3)

After some modifications and substituting:

k. » k sinae + k cosae
^ J ^ Z *™X

ko » -k sinae + k cosae

e . r « x

e . r • z
~Z

(5-4)

we finally obtain:

E - 2.e .exp(ik x.cos a- ut).cos(k.z sin a)
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So there appear planes of equal intensity, the so called "fringes"

Which are parallel to the x-y plane. For the intensity holds:

Quitting the time dependent factor, and introducing a Gaussian

intensity distribution of the laserbeams, we obtain:

~ cos2 (k.z.sina) . exp(-z2/A2)

{icos(2k.z.sinct) + $} . exp(z2/A2) (5-6)

so the fringe spacing is now easily derived fro» the cos ter»:

2ir
2 . k . sin a 2 . sin a (5-7)

5.2.2 The scattering cross section

We consider a spherical particle with radius R travelling with

velocity _v in the direction of the positive z-axis.The equation

defining the time dependent position of the surface of the sphere is:

(z-vt)2 + y 2 + x2
(5-8)

*• x

It is now possible to solve Maxwells

equations analytically with boundary

conditions (5-5) of the particle (5-8).

Durst, Melling and Hhitelaw did some

computer calculations on this problem.

The resulting polar diagram of the
z

fig.5.3 Spherical coordinates " " « « « I light intensity is shown in

of the scattering geometry fig.5.4 [DÜR76]
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fig.5.4 polar diagram of the

scattered light intensity.

Also Jackson [JAC7S] treats this problen. As an analytical solution of

the Maxwell equations, under the condition of a perfect conducting

sphere, relative short wavelength and total reflection, he gives:

da
djj

R 2 ( k R ) 2
J (k.R sin 6)

k . R . sin 8
if 0 <

if e»

10
k.R

(5-9)

i

4 do

T " "~ k.R

where jj" is the diffrential cross-section, J( is the first Bessel

function of the first kind, (see fig.5.5)

In our case however, the sphere is not a

]02 r—, , 1 1 1 1 1 1—g perfect conductor and also does not show

total reflection. As the optimum

detection angle is rather sensitive to

the particle radius, and is difficult to

calculate theoretically even with a

slight deviation of the sperical shape,

we determined this angle

experimentally.(see section 5)

fig.5.5 Angular dependence of the scattered

light according to Jackson (k.R»10).
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5.2.3 Optical detection

Before treating the complete optical system and data aquisition, we

will pay some more attention to the detection, i.e. the spatial

resolution of the L.D.A.-system. In fig.5.6

slit L1

Ax=0.2 f2»40 fj-1000

fig.5.6 Schematics of the imaging system.

The scattering particle and the entrance slit are in the focal plane of

Lj and l^ respectively.

With a given entrance-slit opening dx-0.2nm, this will result in a

limitation of the detection area: di«f].dx/f2 -0.5mm.

In fig.5.7 is displayed how this detection area intersects with the

laser-waist area:

limitation

laser beam
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- X.f
The laser-walst diameter is given by: d » — . - (5-10)

where fQ is the focal length of the focussing lens of the laser beam, d

the diameter of the laser beam before focussing, with fo«900mm, d-4.5mm

and X -5145 A we obtain: dw-0.164mm.

The "length" of the detection voltme now is:

dw dl
Xdet * tanT + sin 9 (5-11)

A more reasonable estimation of this length is obtained by omitting

the sharp corners of the detection volume: particles travelling through

that area scatter too little light onto the detector, to trigger the

transient recorder.

So, with 6opt-20, l(det)-di/sine -d /tane w lmm, which is in fact the

resolution in the x-direction. The resolution in the z-dlrection is

dw«0.164mm.

Now we know the dimensions of the detection volume it is worthwhile to

make some considerations concerning the powder beam location.

The accelerated spray particles form a diverging beam.

By adjusting the lateral(neg-y) injection velocity it is possible to

change the position and direction of this beam.

If one supposes that particles do not interact mutually one may assume

that a certain point in the plasma can only be reached via a specific

particle orbit. In other words, every plasma point corresponds to a
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characteristic orbit with a characteristic axial velocity. This assump-

tion is only valid if the turbulence level of the plasma ia low enough

and proves to be realistic under our experimental conditions.

We want to measure the axial velocity of the plasma accelerated parti-

cles as a function of position. For that reason the plasma is translated

with respect to the fixed detection volume. The above stated assumption

allows now to optimize the signal by optimizing the particle concentra-

tion in the detection volume by adjusting the lateral injection speed.
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5.3 Experimental set up.

When we started our early Laser doppler work we aimed at two Items:

1. Determining the axial velocity of spherical spray particles

with moderate practical diameters, used for industrial plasma

spraying (30-140p).

2. Measuring the gasvelocity indirectly via the particle velocity

of very small particles (R<5 p), assuming no appreciable slip.

These particles are injected with the plasmagas.

As in the first case the particle velocities usually stay rather low

(<100 m/s), the induced Doppler signal frequency could be determined by

a 20 MHz transient recorder, using conventional real fringe optics.

In the second case we might expect to measure velocities in the order

of the gasvelocity which can reach values up to 1000 r./s.

Using the above mentioned real fringe optics, Doppler frequencies would

come in the order of 40 MHz, exceeding the sample frequency of the

transient recorder with a factor of 2.

To solve this difficulty, a different optical system had to be used to

lower the Doppler frequency. This optical arrangement is discussed in

section 5.3.2 and is called "dual waist optics";it is in fact a 2 fringe

variant of the general real fringe set up.

We now first discuss the general real fringe set up.
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5.3.1 The real fringe optics.

In fig.5.8 the optical system of the real fringe L.D.A. i s

displayed both in top and front view.

mono
chromator

photo tube plasma jet

L3 L2
M3M2

TOP VIEW

L: lens
M: mirror

M2

mono

L3 L2

4W argon ion laser

plasma

FRONT VIEW

LI

f i g . 5 . 8 'Optical arrangement of the rea l f r i n g e L.D.A.

I t c o n s i s t s of a 4W argon- ion l a s e r , with for the 5145 A a s i n g l e l i n e

power to maximum of 2W.

The o r i g i n a l l a s e r beam i s expanded from 1.5mm to 4.5mm, i n order to

narrow the waist diameter of the d e t e c t i o n volume, and ( s e e eq. 5-10)

t o increase the power d e n s i t y wi th in the d e t e c t i o n volume.
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The beam splitter creates two almost identical parallel beaas which are

focussed in the plasma by neans of Lj. The detailed geometrical

situation is shown in fig,5.8

As already pointed out in section 5.2 the wavefronts in the focal plane

are planes, resulting in real plane fringes.

We photographed these fringes with a microscope, using ordinary smoke as

scattering medium, (see fig.5.10)

detection

fig.5.9 Detailed scetch of the

focussing area

, fig.5.10 Photograph ti the fringes.

An advantage of photographing the fringes is that we have a check on

the fringe spacing formula (5-7).

The straighlight of the particles is detected under an angle of 6 -20*
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with the horizontal plane (see fig.5.9). At this angle the signal

and quality is optima (see section 5.4.2). The optical features of the

imaging part is already discussed in section 5.2.3.

After imaging the 0.6B Jobin-Yvon monochromator serves as an optical

filter to improve the L.D. signal to plasma background ratio. The exit

slit of the monochromator is almost closed (ca. 15 micron), so its

spectral resolution amounts 200 mA.

At normal operating power the laser line width is approximately 60 mA

(multi-mode). Although in this situation the signal to background ratio

is lower than it could have been in the case of equal line and apparatus

width, it appeared that "single particle detection" was possible, even

in the anode plane for particles to a diameter of 3 micron.

The signal is detected by an EMI-photomultiplier, followed by the

electronical data aquisition system, described in section 5.3.3.
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5.3.2 The dual waist optics.

TOP VIEW

detection

600

plasma

12 M3 M2
1000

L: lens
M: mirror

argon ion laser

fig.5.11 The optical arrangement of the dual waist L.D.A.

In fig.5.11 the dual waist L.D.A. is shown.

The first 3 components and the imaging section M2-L3 is identical to. the

real fringe set up. The difference with the real fringe is that the two

beams leaving the beamsplitter are not entering parallel on Lj, but cross

each other in the focus of an additional lense L with relatively short

focal length. This results in two seperate waists. The waist seperation



D depends on the angle <|> . The dual waist is imaged 1 to 1 in the plasma

by means of L.. In our experimental set up we used a waist-spacing of

0.205 mm.

In fig.5.11 a photograph of the dual waist is shown.

The velocity of the particles is now

determined through the time of flight

between the two waists.

The remaining of the optical system is

already described in section 5.3.1

fig.5.12 photograph of the dual waist.
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5.3.3 Signal tracking, data aquisition, Fourier analysis.

The electronical and computor flow diagram behind the

pho toaul t lpl ler i s shown in fig. 5.13

dtdech'on system.

scope

fig.5.13 Flow diagram of the signal tracking.

First the optical L.D. signal i s converted to an electrical signal

by means of a photomultiplier. In the socket of the photomultiplier-

housing a 100 MHz broadband VV-100 amplifier amplifies this signal with

a factor of 10. The load-resistor of the amplifier-input is lkfl .

From the W-100 output (50» ) the signal i s led to a level-trigger unit,

which is designed to generate the desired TTL-pulse for the transient

recorder, (see fig.5.14)
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22k O.luF

220nP 100k

B 10uF

transient

fig.5.14 Electrical circuit of

the level-trigger.

The amplified VV-100 signal i s first led to an emitter-follower after

which i t i s led to a differential amplifier (comparator)LK319. The

desired switch-voltage on P3 i s compared to the direct output signal of

the emitter-follower, and if i t exceeds the P3-voltage the comparator

gives a trigger pulse to the transient-recorder which starts sampling.

With Pj, the analogue Doppler signal i s attenuated in order to avoid

overloading of the transient input:.

The transient recorder (Leeroy2256 waveform digitizer), which enables

20 MHz sampling of the Doppler signal, i s plugged-in in a CAMAC-crate

and controlled by a H6802 microprocessor. It takes 128 pre-trigger

samples of the signal which are stored in the transients local RAM

memory, in order to digitize the entire Doppler-burst.

The M6802 reads the transient memory after which i t gives a trigger

clear to reset the transient recorder which i s ready now for the next

Doppler-burst.

This cycle i s repeated 50 tines, where all the 50 digitized signals are

added in the M6802 RAM-memory,resulting in an almost mathematically
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shaped figure like fig.5.15 which represents the average of 50 particle

passages»

CD

• ! •"

/v

time

fig.5.15 Digitized Doppler burst (50 times)

In fig.5.16 a single particle passage in the dual waist case is

represented; the dual waist Measurements were done before the micro-

processor was operational, and about 7 oscilloscope photographs of this

kind were taken to determine the particle velocity.

Going on with the computerized data

aquisition (fig.5.13), the averaged signal

5.15 is now sent from M6802 to PRIME (local

mini computer) and stored there.

After finishing the measurements the infor-

mation is sent to the B7700 university compu-

tor, for further numerical analysis.

It is also possible to send the information

directly from M6802 to B7700 but at a lower

baud-rate of .300 baud;the M6802-PRIME baud-

rate is 2400 baud.

fig.5. 16 Dual waist

Doppler burst
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With the M6802 «icroprocessor the tine-average of 50 Doppler bursts is

determined. If a is the half-value width of the particle velocity

distribution in a spatial point of the plasna, the standard deviation of

the average is given by: a/Zti, where n is the number of measurements.

In our experiments it appeared that with n-50 the spread in the average

velocity was ca. 3Z, which appeared to lead to smooth spatially resolved /..

velocity data.

After storing the data in the B7700~nenory the data are treated by

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in order to obtain the desired Doppler

frequency. If one represents the time dependent signal by f(t), we can

transform this according to:

/ A<v> • e x o ("2wivt)dt

A(v) - -pL ƒ f(t) . exp(2irivt)dt (5-12)

where A(v) represents the frequency spectrum of the signal.

In fact one should take the Fourier-transform of each single Doppler

burst and then take the average. But as the Fourier transform is a

linear operation one is allowed to average first and then transform.

In our situation the time signal i s stored in an array with M elements

and the discrete transform now looks like:

A, - E ffc . exp(2irijk/M)
j-o

(5-13)
M-l

f « 2 A. . exp(-2irijk/M)
k j -0 *
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The Fourier-amplitudes A, contain both the real and imaginary parts

of the Fourier transform. So the modulus of A. , representing the

frequency power spectrum contains just M/2 elements. In fig.5.17 the

Fourier transform of the 256 data points of fig.5.14 is shown.

From the median of the Fourier

curve the average frequency is

determined; the averaged particle

velocity can be calculated from:

(5-14)

JU

1
•

• 1

I»

9

7

6 .

5

3 -

z
1

i median

..,...--;ï\, . .. f
Frequency (>dO7/M)

fig.5.17 Fourier transform.

cff,
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5.4 Experimental results.

In this section we will give an overview of the spatially resolved

axial particle velocity fields. The juisaa jet is operated at two

different settings, the parameters of which will be specified more

precisely in the first paragraph. Ihe influence of detection direction,

powder beam location and particle diameter will also be discussed.

Finally both the real fringe and dual waist measurements will be shown.

5.4.1 General information.

All measurements are carried out on a standard industrial PT-

plasmagun with a cylindrical anode with a 6mm internal diameter (see

fig.2.1). The argonflow amounts to 50 nl/min, the hydrogen flow is 1.5

nl/min; in the mixing chamber the pressure is 670 kN/m2 for Ar and 350

kN/m2 for H^. The arc current is 450 A for all measurements, while the

arc voltage varies between 30 and 50 V, depending on the H.

percentage. Some rough optical measurements are performed with a

cathetometer in order to determine the dimension of the light-cone of

the plasma and the powder beam. Using 100% Ar (50 nl/min) and an arc

current of 1-450 A, the length of the light-cone, as seen through

ordinary welding glasses is circa 30o», measured from the anode plane

z»0. The diameter is almost constant over the whole length of the

plasma and amounts to 4mm. At the injectionpoint, which is z«6.5mm the

powderbeam diameter is lmm, at z«45mm, it is increased to 12mm. With a

plasma of 97 parts Ar and 3 parts H2 the light-cone measures 36*4 mm,

while the powderbeam diameter at Z»4JHB is just 8am. So increasing the

plasma power by adding hydrogen, decreases the divergence of the
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powderbeam. In fig.5.18 the coordinate system of measurement is

explained. Note that all measurements are performed in a vertical

plane through the plasma axis, and that z»0 now refers to the

injection point.

The particles are injected via the

powder injector, in a direction

along the negative y-axis.

The laserbeam enters the detection

volume in the plasma pointed along

the negative x-axis. So the fringe-

planes are parallel to the anode

plane (see also section 5.2.1).
'anode

fig.5.18 coordinate system of measurement.

Note that the scattered laser light gives only information about the z-

couponent of the particles velocity vector.

On the Whole we performed L.D.A. measurements on 3 different particle

species:

1. spherical molybdenum, D-40 ym

2. spherical Copper, D-70 pm

3. non-soherical A12O3, D-3 ym

The last specimen was used to get information about the gas velocity and

was injected along with the plasma gas.

The (almost) sperical shape of the first two specimen was achieved by
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spraying Che non-spherical rough powder into a cold argon atmosphere,

collecting the particles a few meters further. If the particle is fully

melted in the jet it assumes the spherical shape at solidification in

the inert gas.

fig.5.19 40v Molybdenum spherical powder.
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5.4.2 Influence of detection direction

In section 5.2.2 we argued that theoretical calculation of the

optimum detection angle is not really applicable and can be best

determined experimentally. From one point of view we want to get e as

close as possible to 90 , because then the spatial resolution is

optimal. On the other hand the signal strength has a tendency to fall

off rapidly with increasing 6 (see fig.5.4). Fig. 5.20 shows the

experimental determined signal strength of the scattered laser light

as function of detection angle , for 40^ spherical Molybdenum.

8-20 is probably the optimum direction of

detection. According to Jackson[JAC75] this

maximum will shift to smaller angles if the

particle radius increases. On the other hand

the total scattering power will increase too
0 20 40 ~

fig 5.20 Influence of detection

direction.

So we can conclude that the angle of 20 is also justified for particles

with diameter larger than 40y . Indeed good experimental results were

obtained with 70y spherical copper particles, at 9»20 .

signal
(a.u.)

—i—i r i i

\
- \ P\ "tOp Mo

i i i t t
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5.4.3 Influence of powder beam location

To check the assumption at the end of section 5.2.3, we carried out

some verification measurements in several points of the plaema. The

numerical averaged particle velocity is determined in two different

situations: 1. The ideal situation, in which the particle beam emerges

right through the top of the plasma jet, the most common situation for

practical plasma spraying. 2. The optimum situation, in which the

powder beam is adjusted in such a way that the particle detection rate

is maximum. Table 5.1 compares both velocities for a 50 nl Ar-plasna

at 450 A for

z»20nm y-lran

y-Omm

y»-lma

z-26nm y»lmn

y-Onm

y—lam

idea l

optimum

idea l

optimum

idea l

optimum

idea l

optimum

idea l

optimum

idea l

optimum

v - 43.67 m/s

42.66

48.75

52.81

48.75

52.81

41.64 m/s

40.63

49.77
49.77

46.72
50.78

Table 5.1 Ideal and optimum particle velocities

70p Cu. He conclude that our hypothesis that the averaged particle

velocity is independent of the powder beam location is correct within

ca. 5Z.
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5.A.4 Correlation between particle velocity and diameter.

The influence of the particle diameter on the heat and momentum

transfer from plasma to particle will be treated in detail in Chapter

7. He will now discuss the qualitative effects of particle diameter

with respect to the local velocity distribution in a certain point of

the plasma. From the Fourierspectrum (eq.5.15) we can simply deduce

the particle velocity distribution which is shown for Cu and Mo in

fig. 5.21.

V(m/s)
40 SO

Vlm/sJ
60

fig.5.21 Local particle velocity distribution of Cu and Mo.

It is reasonable to suppose that the broadening of the velocity distribu

tion is mainly due to the spread in particle diameter: large particles

reach relatively lower end-velocities when leaving the plasma.

To check this relationship we have also determined the particle

diameter distribution, displayed in the histograms 5.22 .

It appears that for 70y Cu relatively more heavy particles are present

and for 40M MO more light particles. Consequently one would expect the

Cu velocity-distribution to be more broadened at the low velocity side,

and the Mo distribution at the high velocity side. This is not observed'
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Although the half-value width of velocity- and particle diameter

distribution agree within a factor 1.5, the shape is not identical.

Probably the particle velocity distribution is not only determined by

the particles radii, but additionally influenced by the plasma viscosity

and velocity fields.

60 80
particle diameter </jm)

20 40 60
particle diameter l / im)

fig.5.22 Particle diameter histogram for Cu am? Mo.
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5.4.5 Spatially resolved axial velocity fields.

In fig.5.23 the results are shown of the dual waist measurements

carried out on 3pAl„O particles, injected along with the plasma gas

utilising a so called "fluidized bed". The ion laser was operated at

maximum single-line power of 2.5 W. As already indicated in section

5.3.2 the measurements were not done by computor, but by taking

oscilloscope photographs (7 per point). This explains'the rather high

inaccuracy. Looking at fig.5.23 and assuming that the particle-plasma

slip is zero, the gasvelocity seems to have a maximum of 375 m/s at

z»27mm. It is hard to believe that the gas velocity would exhibit a

maximum outside the anode plane; one would expect a monotonously

decreasing z- dependence as that of the temperature.

This would lead to the conclusion that

there must be finite slip which would

indicate a larger diameter of the

seeding particles. A comparison vith

Vardelles measurements [vAR8Oj shows

that they detect a maximum too,

somewhat closer to the anode, and a

bit more elevated (500 m/s). These

measurements are carried out on lOy

A12O3; therefore it is very

plausible we have been measuring at

the same particles.

50

fig.5.23 Axial velocity of 3p A12O3 as function of z
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Furthermore from their measurements it follows that for z>zmax the lOp

measurements come within 5% of the actual gasvelocity. In our case this

means that we "measured" the gasveloclty between 27<z<50m*.

For 0<z<27mm passive optical techniques are preferable, e.g. measurement

of the Doppler-shift of an ion-line.

The results of the real fringe measurements are shown in figs.5.24,5.25

and fig.5.26. Both with and without a few percent hydrogen measurements

are carried out on 40y Mo and 7On Cu spherical particles.

In fig.5.24 a complete lateral scan of the axial velocity component is

represented for 70v Cu particles in pure argon.

.30 v(m/s)

ylmm)

zlmm)

It is clearly to be seen

that the maximum of the

axial velocity is not found

on the axis of the plasma

but somewhere below. This

phenomenon can be explained

by the lateral way of

injection which of 70 y Cu

particles.

fig.5.24 Spatial resolved axial velocity
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Is orientated downwards. Thus particles which appear under the plasma

axis have passed the area where viscosity (~Te) and gasvelocity are

maximum; accordingly their velocity will be higher.

In fig.5.25 the axial velocity of 70u Cu particles is shown as function

of axial position. It appears that already with a few percent hydrogen,

the particle velocity is significantly higher than in the case of pure

argon (a factor of 2.5).

20 30
ilnunl

80

bU

40

20

1 '

- / /

I I
10 20

1
 o

i
30

'3V.

P̂ S

i
40

H 2

Ar

-

-

z(mm)

fig.5.25 Axial velocity of 70viCu fig.5.26 Axial velocity of 40yMo.

This can partly be explained by assuming a higher plasma temperature in

the hydrogen case (confirmed by line to continuum measurements of the

4300 Ar(I)-line), which must result in a higher gasvelocity, on basis of

the mass-continuum equation.

In fig.5.26 the axial velocities for 40p Mo are displayed under the

same two conditions as for Cu. Although the velocity difference between

the hydrogen and the pure argon situation is smaller than with Cu,
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there is still a significant higher end velocity in the hydrogen case.

An additional leveling-off of the velocity profiles for z>20mm is

also to be seen. This also holds for the 7OpCu,3% H^case.

Note that in case of 3% H2 the end velocities of Mo and Cu particles are

the sane. The axial velocity profiles will be used later on in Chapter 6

to estimate the particles residence time in the plasma, this in order to

estimate the amount of heat transfer from plasma to particle.
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5.5 Concluding remarks concerning the Laser

Doppler Anemometry results.

-Laser-Doppler anemonetrie is a suitable method for determining particle

velocities in atmospheric plasmas.

In our optical, analogue and numerical arrangement, particle velocities

up to 100 m/s are detectable, above which a dual-waist technique enables

detection up to 500 m/s.

Numerical data aquisition ensures a reproducability of ca. 3Z.

-The angle between detection direction and the plane of the two laser

beams is of vital importance with respect to signal strength and quality

In our experiment an angle of 20 appeared to be optimum for practical

diameters larger than 40 micron.

-The detection volume can be represented by a cylinder pointing along

the x-axis, 0.16mm in diameter and 1.0mm in length. For determining the

velocity distribution in t'ds volume, the powderbeam location is not

really significant. Displacement of the powderbeam can cause deviations

of 5% at maximum.

-The shape of the velocity distribution does not correspond univocal

with the particle diameter distribution function. However the half value

of both curves however correspond within a factor of 1.5.
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-In the case of lateral injection the axial particle velocity reaches

its maximum always below the plasma axis.

The particles end-velocity when leaving the plasma is strongly increased

by adding just a few percent of hydrogen.

-Measurement of the plasma velocity field and the lateral particle

velocity-component, will lead to a better understanding of the plasma to

particle momentum transfer.
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CHAPTER VI MOMENTUM AND HEAT TRANSFER MODEL FOR AN ATMOSPHERIC

PLASMA JET TO SPHERICAL SPRAY PARTICLES.

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Purpose of the study

Since thermal plasma spraying was introduced as a technique to

produce strong mechanical layers, a need was felt to get a good

description of the interaction between plasma and spray particle. A

second aspect of the process was to describe the interaction between the

heated and accelerated particles and the substrate. In this thesis we

will focus on the plasma-particle interaction and on the plasma physical

description of the medium. Though we will obtain information on the

fluxes to the substrate, the second aspect falls beyond the scope of

this thesis. In literature on plasma spraying a common description is

basically empirical. Estimating the plasma-particle interaction one can

adjust the plasma gun settings in such a way that the mechanical layer

will be optimum. From qualitative arguments it is already obvious that

spraying a metal like zink, which has a low melting point and a good

thermal conductivity requires only a relatively low plasma current and

hydrogen percentage. For a ceramic like A12O3 both parameters will have

to be high enough, because this material has a high melting point and a

poor thermal conductivity. In such an empirical approach, which is

mostly used in industrial situations, a good mechanical layer is often

achieved, but without knowing if it is optimum. Still it remains

uncertain if the obtained quality is the best one can achieve and whether
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the plasmagun settings correspond with a minimum of plasma power and

gasflow. Also the dimensions and form of the active part of the plasma

and the interrelationship with optimum spray-particle dimensions

requires more quantitative modelling. This justifies besides the

empirical approach a more fundamental treatment of the momentum and heat

transfer between the plasma and the spray particles. So we will follow

the more fundamental way of description, enabling for deviations of

thermal equilibrium even though several qualitative conclusions can

already been drawn from a more empirical analysis. If one assumes that

the two particle parameters, temperature T and velocity v are fully

determined by the two important plasma-parameters electron temperature

Tfi and gasvelocity v_,it will be possible to predict T and v in case

of a measured plasma temperature- and velocity field Te(z,r)s v 'z,r),

and a good interaction model. In section 6.2 we will describe a one-

dimensional interaction model for heat transfer, not using Te(z,r) and

v„(z,r) as input parameters, but instead the axial values T (z) and v (z).
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6.1.2 The plasma particle boundary layer.

Calculations on momentum and heat transfer from very hot media like

an atmospheric ' jet plasma to relatively cold spherical particles is

complicated because a plasma is a compressible medium with strong

temperature gradients in the plasma-particle boundary-layer, this

implies strong spatial dependences of transport coefficients like

viscosity n and thermal conductivity \. In treatments on the

interaction of a particle with its surrounding medium, several

important dimensionless numbers appear:

The Reynolds number: Re»
2pvR

describes the ratio of turbulent and

laminar momentum transfer.

The Nusselt number: Nu- 2aR is a dimensionless heat transfer

coefficient.

The Prandtl number: Pr« being a measure for the similarity

between energy and momentum tranfer.

The Peclets number: Pe« =25
a

denotes the ratio of convective and

conductive heat transport.

A question arises here, for a plasma as surrounding medium, whether

these numbers have to be defined at plasma temperature T<», mean

boundary layer temperature T. or at the particle surface temperature

T ? To characterize the relative importance of the various transport

mechanisms, we will take the transport coefficients like n , \ at

plasma temperature, and perform more detailed calculations in the
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plasma -particle boundary layer, (see section 6.3 and 6.4)

Quantity

relative
plasma-particle
velocity

particle radius

plasma viscosity

plasma thermal
conductivity

plasma specific
heat

thermal
diffusivity

plasma density

Reynolds number

Prandtl

Nusselt

Peclet

Symbol

V

R

n

X

CP

a

P

Re

Pr

Nu

Pe

unit

m/s

m

kg .m/s

V/m.K

J/kg.K

m2/s

kg/m3

-

-

-

Typical (at 12600 K)

600

25.10"6

25.10*"5

1.5

520

0.05

0.05

4

0.1

2 (at X-mean)

0.5

Table 6.1 basic units and quantities

6.2 On a one-dimensional particle orbit approach.

The heating of injected spray particles can be calculated if the

plasma temperature field and the particle velocity field is known, i.e

if the particle orbit is known. If the velocity field of the plasma is

known it is straightforward to calculate such an orbit by means of a

second order RUNGE KUTTA integration code. We actually carried out these

orbit calculations on known plasaa tepaperature and velocity fields

according to Vardelles measurements [VAR80]. (see section 6.3) The heat

transfer to the spray particles can be calculated approximately by a

simpler one-dinensional approach. This one-dimensional approach applied
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to our neasurenents Is explained In fig» 6.1.

actual
——axis approximation

fig.6.1 The one-dimensional particle orbit approach.

The actual orbit is sketched as the full curve AB whereas in the

one-dimensional calculations the integration is performed over the

straightlinepiece M. We will now estimate the error introduced in

this more simple approach. If we project the orbit AB on the temperature

plot of fig.4.16 we see that a real particle in the actual orbit will

first pass a relatively cold region, then the hotter axis region, after

which it leaves the plasma jet through an again relatively cold region.

In the simulated straight line case, the particle is assumed to remain

on the axis, where the temperature is higher. In the dotted case, the

dwell time however is longer, while the mean plasma temperature the

particle experiences is lower.

So shorter dwell time in the one dimensional case will be compensated

more or less by higher plasma temperature.

The error we make has been estimated by simulating a particle orbit

between z»6.5 and 31.5 mm, using the axial Laser-Doppler measurements.

The lateral component of the particles velocity field was supposed to

be constant. This simulation indicated that the axis approximation

overestimates the final particle heat content with 20Z.
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6.3 Theoretical values of momentum transfer.

As far as the momentum transfer calculations are concerned we did not

go so much in detail as with the heat transfer: not only because a

detailed study of the velocity boundary layer is extremely more

complicated but also because there was no direct experimental check

possible with a measured gas velocity field. For the calculation of the

momentum transfer we take in first approximation a spherical particle in

a Stokes flow, which is valid for low Reynolds numbers. (Re<l). The

force F exerted on the particle is:

In case of higher Reynolds numbers we describe the force with a drag

coefficient C D

we use for CQ the expression: [CLI78]

« - 1 4 ( 1 +0.13I5.R
<0-82-°'05w>) (6-3)

w - log Re , valid for 0.01<Re<20.

CQ is represented graphically in fig.6.2
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Fig.6.2 Drag coefficient of a sphere.

In order to calculate a specific particle orbit, or e.g. the axial

particle velocly as function of (y,z) we write the momentum equations:

d

dt
(6-4)

»VIA

starting out from equation (6-2) and neglecting the radial component

of the plasma velocity, and where: C_ » "n^'j" » v » T )

This coupled set of second order differential equations is solved

by numerical integration, (code BTB-calculatlon)

The gas velocity, temperature and viscosity fields are according to

Vardelles measurements [VAR80], carried out with a 29 kW Ar-H2 plasma

torch. In fig.6.4 one can see the resultant axial particle velocity

field as function of distance to the anode. It appears that our calcula-

tions (curve 1), are 15—25SJ higher than Vardelles Laser Doppler measure-

ments (curve 2). In fig.6.3 one sees a particular orbit of an A12O3-
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particle, injected perpendicularly to the plasma axis, for two different

particle diameters. It appears that if D p a r t increases, the plasma axis

will be passed earlier, which is easily understood because a larger par-

ticle will be less accelerated in the z-direction.

fig.6.3 Specific particle orbit
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fig.6.4 Axial particle velocity

as function of z
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6.4 Heat transfer.

6.4.1 General discussion

As already stated in the introduction the temperature boundary

layer outside the particle will now be evaluated in order to check the

heat transfer model of the warming up of the particle during its orbit

through the plasma. First we will present a time dependent calculation

of the time development of the plasma boundary layer. The conclusion

of this calculation is, that the heat transfer to the particle can be

treated in quasi—stationary approximation. In addition we will

consider the temperature distribution within the particle for poor

conducting materials.

In the discussion of the heat transfer from a high speed plasma jet

to a spray particle an uncertainty exists concerning the relative magni-

tude of the convective heat transport. It is obvious that the influence

of convection is the largest near the injection point, where the plasma

velocity is maximum and the axial particle velocity is small.

Calculating Peclets number, which describes the ratio of convective and

conductive heat transport, we obtain a value of 0.45 at this point for

Vpias-600 ml a, Rp-35.10 m, and Tplas»12600 K.

In literature Nusselts number is often used to indicate the relative

importance of convection to conduction.

Nusselts number Nu-2 in the case of pure conduction for a sphere.

If convection does contribute Nu>2.

One can estimate the additional heat transfer due to convection, by
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expressing Nusselts number as: Nu-Nu(Pe) and regarding the difference

with 2 as convection- An expression which is valid for 0<Pe<10 reads:

Nu-1+(1+Pe) [CLI78] and substituting the nunerical value of 0.45 for

Pe we get: Nu-l+(l+0.45) -2.13} so the contribution of convection is in

the worst case only 6Z. Consequently we will neglect the contribution

of convection to the total plasma-particle heat transfer.

In the next three sections we will restrict ourselves to the calculation

of the conduction from a high-temperature plasma to a spherical spray

particle.
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6.4.2 Time dependent heat diffusion in the plasma boundary layer.

In this section we will discuss the time evolution of the plasma-

particle boundary layer, in order to show that the quasi-stationary

approach is justified to calculate the heating of a spray particle.

Consider a sphere at room temperature, instantaneously exposed to a

plasma with temperature T^ , and assume in first instance that the

sphere is of infinite conductivity, cf. fig.6.5. We will see that for

metal spheres this assumption is justified. For ceramic materials this

approximation will appear to be less accurate. We will extend the

formalism and allow for finite temperature gradients within the

particle, (see section 6.4.4) The reason that in first order the heat

conductivity of spray particles can be set infinite is because their

thermal conductivity X is orders of magnitude higher than the

m
thermal conductivity of the argon plasma plas Because

X > X . one can assume that the temperature field within the

sphere will homogenize on a timescale much shorter than the plasma

boundary equilibrium time. So T (t) also represents the mean particle

fig.6.5 Initial situation for the time

dependent boundary layer
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Later on (section 6.4.4) we will treat the temperature field in the

particle more general for ceramics, and prove that the above assumption

is indeed correct for metallic particles.

The time dependent heat diffusion equation for a compressible medium

without heat sources and sinks reads:

It (cP
T) ' " V l2 ( t'ï } (6~5)

In this equation the A-coefficient is the total heat conductivity

unlike the formulation in Chapter 3 where the pure (electron) heat-

conductivity is used. Further,

^ » ̂ L + w . v (6-6)

is the substantial derivate.

We will describe the time and space evolution of the plasma boundary

layer in a coordinate system in which the particle is at rest; as we

neglected convection the w.V term can be set equal to zero.

Hence:

p ^ ' ( c .T) - -V. q (6-7)

Evaluating p and using Fouriers law q - -XV T , we get:

Note that this equation implies the assumption of constant pressure in

the plasma boundary layer.

m. •- mass of an Ar atom (kg); c - specific heat of Ar (J/kg.K).
Ar p
In spherical coordinates eq.(6-8) reads:
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p.m
(6-9)

This is a nonlinear partial differential equation for T(r,t) which is

not elementary solvable by analytical methods.

We will now derive a full numerical solution of this equation for a

specific T-dependance of the heat conductivity: X(T)« ctW-0 , which is

valid for Ar between 300 and 6000 K; a « 3.10~5 ,0 -0.0138 W/mK .

The partial differential equation now looks like:

J.1Ï
T 3t

with b

±±(rZ.(.T+6)

k.CC

(6-W)

p

To avoid the numerical difficulty of r + « , we carry out the substi-

tution s-l/r with 0<s< ^ , which transforms to:
P

(6-11)

This equation is now solved by a finite element method, discretizing

(6-11) in (s,t)-space.

r
^ <•

\

1 r

X

f

i r

i
i

) D !1 A1 1
/ 1

0 i=1 2 i=n

fig.6.6 Discretizing the

diffusion equation
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For every point T[i,j] holds the 4-point equation:

l.J

T. . - 2.T. .+T. .-i
(T.. . + 6) . x l>3 ^ ^ — • 'J - 0 (6-12)

The temperature at the fat drawn lines is supposed to be known.

Furthermore we assume in a first order approximation that T does not
P

change in time.

The four-point equation (6-12) is in fact a relation between three un-

known temperatures T[i-1,j],T[i,j] and T[i+l,j]. In this n-set equations

appear the n known temperatures T[i,j-1] at time (j-l)At , 0<i<n.

At the boundaries holds: T[O,j]= T^, T[n+l,j]-Tp

Starting from j*l (t*At) one continues this procedure until the statio-

nary solution is obtained.

The stationary solution can be obtained easily from eq.(6-ll), by

T(0)> T

setting 3T=0 . ( 6_ J 3 )

OL

X ai+s). |J) - o
3s 3s
as ds T(l/R)-T

P
and reads:

T(s) -/R^s.t(Tp+6)
2 - (TJ-6)2] + (T^+fi)2 - 6 (6-14)

The question now arises how to solve the n-set equations given

eq.(6-12) for a certain j

Define the vector xJ as:

5J - <T ., T T .) (6-15)
' 3 ^»J nj
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12000

fig.6.7 Time dependent boundary layer profile T(r,t).

Another interesting feature, following from the solution of the time

dependent heat diffusion equation is the dependence of the relaxation

time X- on the particle radius R and plasma temperature T^

By changing those input parameters in the program it appeared that:

T. - Y- — (6"18>

00

with Y - 3.6.1011 sK/m2

An dimension analysis of eq.(6-9) predicts that this can be written

more generally: (6-19)

-
ins

where we assume that the plasma boundary layer at r-lOR is still at

T^ after one microsecond (see fig.6.7). Using the linear extrapolated

value of X(T) at 12000 K we obtain a value for Tins of 1.1 microsecond

which is in very good agreement with the numerical result.
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then it holds:

(P. ,(»J) - 01 > J

,(x) 0

».,J^» " ° (6-16)

With *j . being the left side of eq.(6-12).

Instead of eq.(6-16) one could also demand:

ip? .(xj) + % .(xj) + + <£ .(x3) - 0 (6-17)

If we regard $. . as the residu(i) of a general least squares problem

with xJ as the parametervector, then we can minimize (6-17) by means of

. a Marquard standard algorithm The minimized sun then has to be

(almost) zero.This delivers us the parametervector x_J ,which represents

now the temperature boundary-layer at t-jAt.

In fig.6.7 the time' dependent boundary-layer profile of a 40 micron

spherical particle is shown as function of the inverse radius.

It appears that already within one micro-second the temperature profile

of the boundary layer comes within 5% of the stationary one. At this

moment the time integrated heat flux to the particle is just 13% larger

than the stationary one. This time interval will be called Tins.

As on this time scale the particle temperature increases just 5K, we can

safely ignore non-stationary effects.
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6*4.3 Quasi stationary approach for particle heating

Now that we proved that non-stationary considerations with respect

to particle heating can be fully ignored we start with the stationary

approach.

We assume that at every moment of the heating up traject, the heat flux

to the sphere is just determined by plasma and particle temperature.

So plasma and particle temperatures determine instantaneously the plas-

ma boundary layc .side the sphere.

In calculating the stationary boundary layer and heat flux we start

from eq.(6-8), where we put 3T/3t«O:

V.[A(T) VT] - 0 (V.q(r.t) - 0) (6-20)

In spherical coordinates:

7 § > -° (6-2.)

with T(R) - T and T(oo) - T O 1 M

which is a non-linear ordinary differential equation for T(r).

To obtain the most general result we leave A (T) as a known function

behind the brackets. Afterwards we will consider soae special cases

for A(T). From eq.(6-21) we may integrate A (T):

T

JÏ (r2 -k I / X(T)dTl) - 0 (6-22)
T(r)

so:

•2- ƒ A(T) dx - 4- (6-23)
dr T(r) r^
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or:

ƒ X<T)dT - - f + d (6-24)
T(r) r

Substituting the boundary conditions at r«R and r-» we obtain:

d " ° c - -R ƒ A(t)dT
P

Substituting this result in eq.(6-23) we finally get:

Too T

•g- ƒ X(T)dT - -X(T) !£ - q (r) - - i f X(T)dT (6-26)
d T(r) ar n r2 T(r)

so at the particles surface we obtain:

(6-27)

The X -integral is in literature often defined as the heat flux poten-

tial [ÜHL83], so in fact: qn= (S(T„)- S(Tp))/R.

The plasma boundary layer cannot be written explicitly but follows

from an integral equation according to (6-24):

r ;T~ X(T)dT - R ƒ X(T)dT . (°-28)
T(r) Tp

with T(r) in th* left boundary of the integral as the unknown function.

In fig.6.8 \m •«• the tcapcrature boundary layer as function of r/R for

two different particle temperatures, 300 and 3000 K.

It appear* that the shape of the boundary layer is almost particle

temperature in4ependent. Consequently the heat flux at the particles

surface will be also independent of this temperature.
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Moreover we see that the concept boundary layer is somewhat misleading

because It measures a few times the particles radius.

T(K)

10.000 -

5000

2R

Tp=3O0K
Tp=300K

plasma boundary Layer

5R 10 R
r(R)

fig.6.8 Stationary plasma

boundary layer

3 .

2 -

-

83% Ar

f s
/ /.—..Ar

/ // /.<*97%Ar
1 l: +3%H2

f •

O 5000 10.000 15000
T(K)

fig.6.9 Thermal conductivity of Ar

and Ar-H mixtures.

For instance,the layer temperature reaches 952 of the plasma temperature

T M at 6R.

However we are mainly interested in the heat flux at the spheres surface

according to eq.(6-27).

If we take a look at fig.6.9 where X(T) is represented [GOR76J, we

see that, if the hydrogen percentage is not too high, the lower boun-

dary of the integral can be set room temperature or even zero;

So the particle heat flux is almost fully plasma-temperature and

particle radius determined. For a 40 micron particle, and 1^,-12000 K

the flux is about 3 . 1 0 8 W/m2. Between 10000 and 15000 K the heat
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flux depends very strongly on the plasma temperature. In this regime

an error of 30% in the determined plasma temperature T» of 302 intro-

duces no less than a factor of 4 in the calculated heat fluxl

So accurate measurement of the electron temperature Te is of vital

importance for modelling plasma-particle interaction, the reason why we

applied two different methods in determining this quantity.

We will ROW discuss the final particle heating on basis of eq.(6-17).

Expressing X(T) as a polynomial in T,

Ï X. . f (6-29)
i=0 i

and neglecting the influence of the lower boundary of the integral

we obtain:

«n~ïï .Z m Ï7 (T« " TP > " " S -2 T̂ T Ï7 T~ (6~30)

Assuming the heat flux at the particles surface to result instan-

taneously in a temperature increment of the particles interior:

2 4 3 dTo
4TTR qn - jTTR pc p -jjE. (6-31)

which , after substituting (6-30) results in a linear time varying

particle temperature:

p * o ~~2 . i+l T7" OO (6-32)

We will now consider an interesting special case when A(T) is a linear
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function of T,which approximately holds for a pure Ar plasma up to

7000 K so:

ACT) - A •— A IT * 3.67. 10~5 W/mK2 (6-33)
0 1 O O

o

eq.(6-27) then reduces to:

• o , 2 2
qn * ~ 2R T- <T« - V (6-34)

o v

So the heat balance (6-31) for the particle now reads:

pc R2 dT

This is one of the few cases where a nonlinear O.D.E is direct solvable

because it is a special case of Ricatti's equation [DAV60J

Rewriting (6-35) slightly to:

dT T £ T2(t)
dt TT TT

 lt> ib'
o .o

2 P C H R 2

with T « 4 — ï * — > the solution is straightforward: (6-37)
3 *o

T (t) - T [exp(rt) - k exp(-rt)] (6_38)
V ; »' |eaq>(rt) + k exp(-rt)J

r " T T ~
with J o , T. now being the particles temperature.

^ T - T
, .H ° (6-39)
T. + To

This solution is only usefull if the final particle temperature comes

close to the plasma temperature. In case TJ^ T_, T (t) is simply linear

according to'eq.(6-32)
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6.4.4 Time dependent heat diffusion inside the particle.

In the preceeding section the quasi-stationary treatment as described

in section 6.4.3 has been used to calculate the heating of particles of

good conducting materials like metals. We now want to describe the

heating up of the interior of the particles for bad conducting materials

like ceramics and cermets, e.g. A12O3, ZrO^, TiO^ , etc. Again the

stationary treatment can be applied, i.e. constant heat flux at the

particles surface; however the temperature gradients in the particles

are larger than compared with metals and the particle surface

temperature is higher. Because the thermal conductivity *c of ceramic

materials like e.g. A ^ O ^ at intermediate temperatures (200-2000 K) is

still 2 or 3 orders of magnitude higher than the thermal conductivity

X. of Ar, or a Ar-H2 mixture at the same temperature, we can assume

that the heat flux derived from the plasma boundary layer, can be

treated as a particle independent boundary condition at the surface, for

the heat diffusion problem inside the particle. So the particles

enthalpy is the same as for metal particles, so particle substance

independent: (<% is melting heat):

t 2 4 3 t|n t

ƒ q„(t)4ïïR . dt - £ïïR ƒ pc dT + ƒ pc dV (6-40)
0 n J 0 p t m

m

Whatever the energy conversion effect on the right hand side of (6-40)

is, the left hand side, i.e qn determines the particles enthalpy.

In accordance with section 6.4.2 we write down the energy conservation

equation, but now incompressible:

T ) -"V..q (6-4J)
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which reduces with Fourier'slaw again to a similar result as for the

plasma boundary layer:

pc
3T

(6-42)

where we leave A ( T ) behind the V-operator, because for ceramics at

high temperatures X(T) depends strongly on T.

In spherical coordinates we get:

pc .2 3r 3rJ 3t (6-43)

For some ceramics like ZrO,, resp. ZrO„. Y2°3** ̂  ^s *n 8°°d approxima-

tion constant as function of temperature, and (6-43) reduces to a linear

P.D.E.

_a_ J_ . 2 3T
2 3r <r

X Ü
o 3r

s-
T(0,r) - 0

3T
3t

r - R

r - 0

pCP

t > 0

t > 0

(6-44)

0 < r < R , t » 0

This problem can be solved by applying Duhamels theorem [GRM70] to the

solution for constant <In(R) ICAR60].

plas I 3t
'n IPTRTo(r,t)

5r2 - 3R2

10X R
o

2R2 ~ s i n f a n r / R ]
2J

r 2
o n«l a . sina

a2at
(6"45>
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with a the roots of the transcendental equation tanoen« an.

The general solution for time dependent surface-flux then reads:

t 3T
T(r,t) - ƒ qn(f) -£ (r, t-t')df (6-46)

0

If we assume that qn(t) is almost time independent we can evaluate

(6-46) at once:

T(r,t) - qplaS f 3t 2R2 ~ sin(an r / R )

n
 IT + T7

 z -1—1 {
a sina v R
n n

(6-47)

which must in fact be equal to (6-45), which can be easily shown by sub-

stituting t«0 in (6-45) and comparing the result with the extra sum term

in eq.(6-47). However eq.(6-47) satisfies the initial conditions at t»0,

regardless of the number of terms in the sum. Expression (6-47) holds

for t<tm, where tm is the moment at which T(R) reaches melting point Tm.

We evaluated T(r,t) numerically for ZrO2, which has a extremely small

thermal conductivity, using (6-47) and taking a n«(n+J)ir .

The result is shown in fig.6.10 and shows large temperature gradients in

side the particle. For instance, when T(R)«Tm, the particle center is

just at half T . Yet the surface heat time tm is only 20% lower than the

surface heat time in case of infinitly conductivity, T m .
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fig.6.10 Temperature profile of

o 2 4 i 4 J b i i t *

a ZrO particle

fig.6.11 Temperature profile of

a AI2O3 particle

Unfortunately, in most cases the \ (T)-constant approximation is not

valid. Then X(T) can be represented as:

X(T)
X TAoTo (6-48)

where a «si in most cases. Then(J>-42)reduces to:

b 3 1 3Ti 3T
T 3ÏJ "It

\ To o
pc (6-49)

with the saae boundary conditions as (6-44).

This non-linear equation is not solved numerically but we follow another
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strategy: because in the worst conducting case of ZrO2, the error in

heat time was just 202, we approximate the temperature profiles of these

ceramics by (6-47), but allow Ao to be a function of the average par-

ticle temperature T at any instant in time.

In fig.6.11 the numerical result for a 40 micron A1_O_ particle is shown

The heat conductivity for each point on the curve corresponds to its

local temperature value.

The difference in surface heat time tm and I is now just 9%, mainly due

to an order of magnitude higher mean thermal conductivity of A1.0„ .

Concluding we can state that, in spite of the finite temperature gra-

dients in ceramic materials, the error made in the surface heat time tm

ammounts just 10 to 20%. The error made in enthalpy-content as function

of time is even smaller according to considerations in the introduc-

tion of this section.

As promised in section 6.4.2 we also checked with (6-47) the temperature

profiles whithin metal particles, which appeared to be a constant func-

tion of r within 1%.



6.5 A one dimensional model for the plasma

particle energy transfer.

As was pointed out in section 6.2 we will now make a one dimensional

verification with our heat transfer model and the measurements of X , w^

and v . The justification of this way of approach was already pointed
P

out in this section, and it appeared that the axis approximation gives

an overestimate of the particle heat content of ca. 20%. We will now

derive a general expression for the integrated heat flux experienced by

a particle with radius R, which traverse the plasma via an orbit s.

Then a one-dimensional version of the expression will be used to

calculate the axis approximation.

At every point in the plasma, the total power supplied to the particle

by conduction is, according to eq.(6-27):
P - 4 7TR ƒ A(T)dT

T
P

(6-50)

fig.6.12 Axis versus orbit approximation.

A particle following an orbit s, in the time interval dt*ds/v(s)
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experiences an energy transfer:

T„(s)

dW - 4irR [ ƒ X(T)dT] - y ^ (6-51)
P Tp(s)

so the integrated amount of energy transfer by conduction will be:

W. - 4 * R / « , [ ƒ X(T)dT] (6-52)
r o v * T (s)

p

Where Tp(s) again depends on W according to dTp= dW /nipT * but as we

saw in 6.4.3 the lower boundary of the X-integral may be set constant

to the average particle temperature "ÏL •

The one-dimensional analogue of eq.(6-52) now reads:

o tm(z)
W - 4 T T R ƒ —TTT-t ƒ X(T)dT ] (6-53)
p 0 yzK ' T

P

When we measured the heat content of the particles we adjusted the mean

particle injection velocity v0 in such a way that the powder temperature

irradiation was maximum, so we could assume that the average particle

heat content was maximum. At this setting z0 was measured, being the

axial position at which the powder beam leaves the optical plasma.

Both for 70p Cu and 40JJ Ho this quantity was approximately: zo- 25mm.

If we take a look at fig.4.16 we see that Te is not strongly dependent

on z, and varies just 10% over the relevant plasma axis. Therefore we

take the X -integral a constant function of z, using the value of section

12000
6.4.3:T ƒ X(T)dT-5330 W/m -c,200(J •

In case of a real s-orbit calculation, the temperature variations are

not negligible, and the upper boundary must of course be taken variable.
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With help of the known Laser-Doppler axial velocity profiles for Cu and

Mo shown in fig.6.13, the reduced integral:

W p - 4 T T R .
o

dz
(6-54)

can now be evaluated graphically:

80

1*60

5*0
701

1 ' 'Mn ' n '3%H?

J/ heating traject

I i

-

-

-

i i

10 20 30
z(mm)

fig.6.13 Evaluating the particles dwell-time.

For Mo the dwell-time appeared to be 4.70.10~^s, for Cu it was

9.50.10~4 s . Substituting in eq.(6-54): w (Mo) -0.63 10~3J and

Wp(Cu)»2.n 10~J J.

Expressing these values per unit of mass, in order to compare it with

the calorimetric measurements, we get:

material

Cu

Mo

wd(model)

1055 kJ/kg

1522 kJ/kg

Wj(calorimetric)

727 kJ/kg

1170 kJ/kg

table 6.1 Experimental verification of

the axis approximation.
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Both model values are corrected for the 20% overestimation of the axis

approximation. The experimental data appear to be consistently lower com

pared with theory.The difference however is no more than 30% (30% for Cu

23% for Mo).

An explanation for the systematic lower experimental data could be

radiative losses of substrate and particles during the wj measurement.

Concluding we can say:

- The conductive heat transfer model in combination with an axis

approximation is in fairly good agreement with experiments.

- The calorimetric w, measurement can in future still be applied

for measuring the particles heat content and for the verification of

the theoretical model, however with corrections for radiative

effects.

- Measurement of the lateral particle velocity field with the L.D.A.

will in future contribute to a more accurate value of the particles

heat content.
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CHAPTER VII CONCLUSIONS.

- It has been shown both theoretically and experimentally that in a

large part of the spray plasma, where the electrondensity is high,

the " e~T e relation Is close to the LTE relationship at 1 atmosphere.

- The deviation from equilibrium is most manifest in the population of

the neutral ground level, which may deviate a few tens of percents

from the Sana value.

- The spray plasma can thus be characterized by a locally resolved measu-

rement of either the electron density or the electron temperature.

- Determination of the electron density is the easiest, and can be ob-

tained from the Stark broadening of the Hp-Balmer line, for spray

plasmas with hydrogen as additive to the main carrier gas.

Alternatives, especially in case of non-hydrogen plasmas are:

the Stark broadening of a argon neutral line (n );

the line to continuum ratio of an argon ion line (T£).

- Determination of the electron temperature from ion-line to continuum

ratio is consistent with the HD determined T„ (n ) within 27..
p e e

- Omitting Abel inversion introduces an error of at maximum 15% in the

electron density, and of 1.5% in the electron temperature.

- The particle surface temperature in the plume of the plasma has been

determined with infrared spectroscopy with a wavelength around 1 vim.
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The heat content of spray particles has been neasured with the calo-

rinetric method. These neasurements are in fair good agreement with

the result of the heat transfer model for metal particles.

In case of metal particles the calorimetric method gives information

about the molten fraction of the particles.In case of ceramic mate-

rials the infrared and calorimetric measurement have to be combined

with a calculation of the temperature field inside the particle.

• Laser-Doppler anemometry is a suitable method for the determination

of particle velocities in atmospheric plasmas.

In the real fringe arrangement, particle velocities up to 100 m/s

are detectable; a dual-waist technique enables detection up to 500 m/s

Numerical data aquisition ensures a reproducebility of ca. 32.

The angle between detection direction and the plane of the two laser

beams is of vital importance with respect to signal strength and

quality. In our experiment an angle of 20 appeared to be optimum for

diameters larger than 40 micron.

In the case of lateral injection the axial particle velocity field

reaches its maximum below the plasma axis.

The particles end-velocity when leaving the plasma is strongly increa-

sed by adding just a few percent hydrogen.

In calculating the plasma particle heat transfer, convection may

be neglected for particle diameters up to 60 micron.
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- A quasi-stationary treatment of the plasma boundary layer is allowed

to calculate the conductive heat flux at the particle surface.

- The conductive heat flux to the particle is only determined by the

elecron temperature T and the particle radius.

- A conductive heat transfer model in combination with an axis approx-

imation for the integrated plasma particle heat transfer, is in fairly

good agreement with experimental data.

- For practical spray purposes:

- The spray plasma can be best characterized by determining ne (see

third conclusion). T£ can then be determined by assuming LTE.

The Hg broadening is the most easiest way in determining n in the

case hydrogen is added to the spray plasma.

In the case of a pure argon spray plasma the broadening of the 4300 A

Ar(I) spectral line is a suitable method in determining n , but has

to be calibrated in a cascade arc.

- The average particle heat content in the plume of the plasma jet

can best be determined with the calorimetric method.

- Determination of the axial particle velocity in the plasma jet is

only possible with the Laser Doppler anemometer. For practical use

however the LDA is rather complicated and requires significant opti-

cal expertise and-stable and reproducible conditions.
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APPENDIX A RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER.

As we have calculated the stationary heat flux to a particle in

Chapter 6, we will briefly compare the radiative tens with the conduc-

tive heat flux.

a. Particle energy loss through surface temperature radiation.

b. Particle energy gain through plasma radiation.

Phenomenon b can be subdivided into: bl absorption of optically thin

radiation.

b2 absorption of optically thick

radiation.

ad a. We will consider an averaged diameter particle of 40 micron, and

calculate an upper limit of radiation energy loss by taking the

enissivity e-1 in the Stefan-Boltzmann law:

with a - 5.68 . 10~8 W/m2K4 (A-l)

For a 2000 K particle then q -9.10° W/m2 and as qn(plas)- 3.10 W/m2

q (rad)»0.003.qn(plas); this means that we can Ignore radiative losses

inside the plasma. Outside the plasma radiative losses of the particle

cannot be ignored. For a 40 micron Mo particle, leaving the plasma

at a moderate speed of 80 m/s,and being just heated to the melting point

the temperature decrease will be about 18 K/cm (e-1).
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ad bl. Again we calculate an upper limit for radiative plasma heat

transfer, by assuming that every photon emitted by the plasma and

passing the particles surface is absorbed.

For simplicity we transform the plasma volume (which is assumed uniform

ly at 12700 K) to a sphere, with the particle in its center.

_R2
From an emitter at point r, 7—2 . p(Te) passes through the particle,

where p(Te) is the total spectral emission of the plasma in W/m3.

Integrating over the sphere volume:

R mr 9 ,
P - ƒ P(T ) — ^ 4 i r r . dr - P d j i r r ^ R (A-2)

- 0 4irr °
so: q n

r a d . ip(Te)R

For a plasma with Te«12700 K the total spectral emission for A >3000 A is

about 5.109 W/m3. With this value we obtain «^(rad)-l.lO5 W/m2, so

q (rad)-0.003.q (plas) and we see that optically thin radiation can

be neglected.

ad b2. In calculating the radiation absorption for optically thick

continuum radiation, we take an upper limit in assuming that

self-absorption of this radiation is zero.

The most important contribution of this kind of radiation comes from

the A-780 A recombination to the Ar(I)-ground level, and cai. be calcu-

lated from [VEN71]:

. (l-exp(-hv/kTe))} - £ - (A-3)
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«here ? fb is the Bibermann-factor.

As the exponential term la of 0(10-7), the continu»» shape is fully

determined by 5 fb [HOF 78] and X •

To obtain the total power density for the 780 A radiation we integrate

5 fb according to: * n X 5~ (X)
p - 47T ƒ p dX - 4TTCC. - ^ ƒ JK- dX

0 A e 0 XZ

n2

n . .
p - 4irC . -j£- . 3.263 . 10 W/m (A_4)

With Te«12700 K, n^lO
2 3 m-3, Cc -6.3.10"

43 we obtain:

p(Te) -6.1.10
9 W/B3 which is almost the same value as for the total

transparant radiation.

Thus, even in the upper limit of not being absorbed, the contribution Is

the same as that of transparant radiation, so both can be ignored.

Concluding we can say that all radiative effects, both gain and losses

can be ignored within IX of the total particle heat balance, as long as

the particle remains in the plasma.
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APPENDIX B NUMERICAL VALUES FOR THE ENERGY BALANCE.

In enabling the reader of this thesis to verify or recalculate some

terms of the energy balance of Chapter 3 we will give here some informa-

tion about several rate-coefficients and specific cross-sections appea-

ring in the equations. In the table below all values refer to the plasma

at position z-2mm, both for r-0 and r-0.5R. (1.5mm)

quantity symbol

electron
density

electron
temperature

total exci-
tation rate[KAT76]

radiative
recombination
rate (r-l)[TR081]

escape factor
rad.rec.(r-l)

elastic relax-
ation time (e-i)

elastic relax-
ation time (i-o)

elastic relax-
ation time (e-o)

elastic relax-
ation time (o-o)

[KOB75]
(4p-4s) radiation
power

free-free con-
tinuum power '

ne

Te

K"

A(2)

Tio

teo

«line

Qff

value r»0

9.1.1022

12600

12.8.10"20

1.1.10T19

0.27

1.10.10"12

1.64.10"9

8.33.lO"11

2.0.10"9

9.0.108

I.67.I08

value r«0.5R

0.56.1022

11700

4.96.10"20

1.1.10~19

0.20

1.58.10"i2

1.30.1O"9

6.66.lO"11

1.54.10"9

7.7.108

5.87.I07

unit

m-3

K

m3/s

sn3/s

-

s

s

s

s

W/m3

W/m3
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We approximate radial profiles of the density, temperature and velocity

fields by Gaussian curves for the calculation of convective and conduc-

tive terns. For the neutral density profiles, we apply Daltons law, in

combination with the assumption Vp«0, i.e. Vno *» -2Vne - (2ne + no)VTe/Te

For the velocity gradients in the plasma jet we use the measurements

of Vardelle [VAR80], carried out on a similar plasma. From these data

we evaluated wz and Vwz» The radial component of the gas velocity is

not measured and is estimated to be: (R /Z ).wz

The characteristic gradient lengthes for ne, Te and nQ, w and wr are

given in the table below, both in z and r direction, and for r»0 and

r-0.5.R, at z-2mm.

quantity

radial ne(n£)-
gradient length

axial n (n|.)-
gradient length

radial temp,
gradient length

axial temp,
gradient length

radial nQ-
gradient length

axial no-
gradient length

axial plasma
velocity

estimated radial
plasma velocity

gradient length
of wz

gradient length
of tr

symbol

*n

Zn

zT

R
no

Zno

w
z

wr

Zw

Rw

value r»0

-

9.1.10"2

3.25.10~3

5.6.10"2

-

1.4.10"1

600

0

5.1O"2

-

value r»0.5R

2.2.10"3

4.1A.10"2

5.10"3

2.2.10"'

3.6.10"3

9.3.10"2

570

32

4.8.10"2

2.10"3

unit

m

m

m

m

a

m

m/s

m/s

s-1

s-1
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SUMMARY

In this thesis a study is described concerning momentum and heat

transfer from an atmospheric argon-hydrogen plasma jet to spherical

spray particles. The spray particles are heated up and accelerated by

the jet plasma in order to create a strong mechanical laer on a sub-

s trate.

The energy and momentum transfer from the plasma to the particle are

treated both experimentally and theoretically. The four relevant

experimentally determined plasma-particle parameters are: plasma

temperature, electron density, particle temperature and particle velocity,

resp. Te, ne, Tp and vp.

The electron density n is determined from the broadening of the Ho-
e o

Balmer line, the electron temperature from the 4806 A argon-ion line

to continuum ratio.

The particle temperature in the plasma plume is determined, both from

infrared spectroscopy and from a calorimetric method. The axial

particle velocity is determined with a laser Doppler anemometer in and

outside the plasma jet. As far as the theoretical approach is concerned,

two main problems are treated: First the internal energy balance of the

spray plasma is treated in Chapter 3, where all the elastic and in-

elastic collisional and radiative processes are taken into account,

as well as the transport effects.

Second, in Chapter 6, the momentum and more extensively the energy

transfer from plasma to spray particle is treated.

Finally at the end of this chapter, a comparison is made between the

experimentally determined heat content of the particle in the plume

and the heat transfer model. The agreement between theory and experiment

is fairly good and amounts to 20-30%.

As far as the internal state of the spray plasma is concerned, the

deviation from equilibrium (LTE) is most manifest in the population

of the argon neutral ground level, which deviates a few tens percent

from the Saha value. The temperature difference between electrons and

heavy particles however is almost negligible..

The determination of the electron temperature from ion-line to conti-
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nuum ratio is consistent with the HQ determined T (LTE)(n ) within

IX.
The laser-Doppler anemometry appears to be a suitable method for the

determination of particle velocities in atmospheric plasmas.

In case of lateral injection the axial particle velocity field reaches

its maximum below the plasma axis.

The particles end velocity when leaving the plasma is strongly increa-

sed by adding just a few percent hydrogen.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt een studie beschreven betreffende energie-

en impulsoverdracht van een atmosferisch argon-waterstof plasmajet

naar bolvormige spuitdeeltjes.

De spuitdeeltjes worden verhit en versneld door het jetplasma teneinde

na depositie op een substraat een hechte laag te vormen. De energie-

en impuls overdracht van plasma naar deeltje worden zowel experimenteel

als theoretisch beschreven.

De vier relevante plasmaparameters zijn: plasmatemperatuur, electronen-

dichtheid, deeltjes-temperatuur en snelheid, resp. T , n , T en v .

De electronendichtheid n wordt bepaald uit de Stark verbreding van

de H.-Balmerlijn, de electrontemperatuur uit de lijn-continuum verhou-
p

ding van de 4806 A argon ionlijn. De deeltjestemperatuur in de pluim

van het plasma is bepaald, zowel m.b.v. infrarood spectroscopie als met

een calorimetrische methode.

De axiale deeltjessnelheid is bepaald ra.b.v. een laser Doppler anemo-

meter (L.D.A.) in en buiten het plasma.

Wat betreft de theoretische aanpak, zijn er twee problemen behandeld.

In hoofstuk 3 wordt eerst de intrinsieke energiebalans van het plasma

behandeld; alle elastische en inelastische botsings- en stralingspro-

cessen, zowel als transport effecten worden in rekening gebracht.

Als tweede onderwerp wordt in hoofdstuk 6 de impulsoverdracht, en meer

uitgebreid, de energie-overdracht van plasma naar spuitdeeltjes theo-

retisch behandeld. Tenslotte wordt aan het eind van dit hoofdstuk een

vergelijking gemaakt tussen de experimenteel bepaald warmte-inhoud van

het spuitdeeltje en de resultaten van het warmte-overdrachtsmodel.

De overeenstemming tussen theorie en experiment blijkt redelijk, en

bedraagt 20-30*.

Voor wat betreft de intrinsieke staat van het plasma, komt de afwijking

van evenwicht (LTE) het meest tot uiting in de bezetting van het argon

neutraal grondniveau, welke enige tientallen procenten kan afwijken

van de Saha-bezetting. Het temperatuurverschil tussen electronen en

zware deeltjes is echter practisch verwaarloosbaar.

De bepaling van de electronentemperatuur uit de ionlijn-continuum-
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verhouding is consistent met de Ho-T -(LTE)n bepaalde, binnen 2X.
p e e •

De laser Doppler anemometrie blijkt een geschikte methode te zijn

voor de bepaling van deeltjessnelheden in atmosferische plasmas.

In geval van laterale injectie bereikt het axiale snelheidsveld van

de spuitdeeltjes een maximum onder de plasma-as.

De eindsnelheid van de spuitdeeltjes bij het verlaten van het plasma

neemt sterk toe door toevoeging van slechts een paar procent waterstof

aan het plas ma gas.
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STELLINGEN

1. Voor de bepaling van de electronendichtheid van een atmosferisch

argonplasma uit de Stark-verbreding van een argon ionlijn zijn de

theoretische gegevens van Griem niet toereikend.

Dit proefsohrift3 hoofdstuk IV', H.R. Griemt "Spectral line broade-

ning by plasmas" - Academic Press, New-Xork3 1974.

2. De temperatuur van koperatomen binnen de holle kathode van een

neon-koper ontlading neemt niet meer toe boven een zekere drempel-

waarde van de ontladingsstroom. Dit plateaugedrag kan men verklaren

uit het nagenoeg konstant blijven van de kathodeval als functie

van de stroom.

P.B.M. Vaassen, F.J. de Boog - Phys. Lett. 68A, (1978) 204.

3. Bij de bepaling van de natuurlijke lijnbreedte van een atomaire

overgang in een experiment met een atoombundel en ongepolariseerd

licht van een kleurstoflaser is de verbreding ten gevolge van

Zeeman-splitsing door het aardmagneetveld niet verwaarloosbaar.

H.J. Verheijen, H.C.ff. Beijerinck, P.J. Eenshuistra, J.P.C. Kroon

and N.F. Vereter - Opties Cam. 45, (1983) 336.

4. Bepaling van de electronentemperatuur van een atmosferisch spuit-

plasma uit de intensiteitsverhouding van een ionlijn en het aan-

grenzende continuüm, leidt tot dezelfde uitkomst als die bepaald

uit de electronendichtheid onder aanname van lokaal thermisch

evenwicht.

Dit proefschrift.

5. Een oneindige rij béwegingskonstanten voor. de Sine-Gordon

vergelijking in de vorm u c » sinu, kan geconstrueerd worden met

de volgende recursieformule

et F,



6. De maxima.in de temperatuurafhankelijkheid van,de soortelijke wantte

van de antiferromagnetische verbinding (CH-),NMnCl_, die door Takeda

et al. zijn waargenomen indien het magnetisch veld wordt aangelegd

in de ketenrichting, worden ten onrechte geïnterpreteerd als magne-

tische fase-overgangen.

K. Tdkeda, T. Koike, T. Tonegawz and I. Harada - J. Phys. Soa. Japan,

48j, (1980) 1115.

7. Een herwaardering van de rol van huisvrouw, boven die van tweede

kostwinnaar, zal in het algemeen niet alleen leiden tot een ver-

mindering van werkeloosheid, maar ook tot een hoger percentage

duurzaam geslaagde huwelijken.

8. Inductief gekoppelde plasma's welke in gebruik zijn voor spectro-

chemische analyse zijn niet in lokaal thermisch evenwicht. (LTE)

Voor de karakterisering van deze plasma's verdient daarom de bepaling

van de electronendichtheid uit meting aan absolute lijnintensiteiten,

onder aanname van LTE, de voorkeur, boven die van de electronen-

temperatuur.

I.J. Raaymaker8, P.W. Boumms, B. van der Si^de, D.C. Schram,

Speotroohimioa Aota, 38B, (1983) 697.
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